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Many reports on education, such as A Nation at Risk, A NatioaPrepared, and

morrow's Teachers, were published in the early 1980's. Teacher education is one of

the areas to whhh American educators are currently devoting attention. In Japan,

teachor competency has become one of the most important issues as well. The pt.r pose of

this study was to compare several facets of teacher education between Japan and North

Carolina. Similarities and differences in elementary science teachers' perceptions of the

academic backgrounds in Japan and North Carolina were evaluated as well as similarities

and differences in elementary teachers' perceptions of classroom practices in Japan and

North Carolina.

The questionnaire consisted of five parts: academic background, inservice

education opportunity, autonomy, teaching objectives, and teaching methods. Four

hundred and ninety (490) Japanese and 181 American elementary teachers were asked

to rate their perception of the frequency of experience and the degree of value they

placed on each questionnaire item. Frequent behaviors of teachers were observed by

identifying the items with higher mean scores rated by elementary teachers who teach

science. Items with high value and low frequency were identified as teachers' needs.

Items with high value and high frequency were identified as teachers' strengths.

Confidence of teachers in each sample were the items listed as strengths by many

teachers.

As a result of the surveys in Japan and North Carolina, it was revealed that

teacher performance in classrooms is not so different. However, there were some



differences found in their academic backgrounds, opportunities for inservice training,

and teachers' autonomy for acquiring knowledge and skills. Elementary teachers in

North Carolina were more confident in having a broader view of education compared to

Japanese elementary teachers. It might be necessary for Japanese teachers, science

educators and researchers to learn more about pedagogical courses in teacher preservice

programs in the United States. Teachers in North Carolina perceived a need for academic

and professional activities as contrasted with Japanese teachers who perceived a need for

activities closely related to their class and classroom environment.
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Chapter 1
fairellectigts

Statement of the problem

Teacher professionalism

Educators in Japan and in the United States have been striving to

reform teacher education during the 1980s and 1990s, One motivating

force for this movement is that teachers must he the key to solve

educational problems which nations are facing, and that the teachers must

be considered professionals. A Nati= Prepared noted:

We can not hope to bring the mass of our citizens up to the standards

we have proposed unless such people are available in large numbers to

teach our children. Textbooks can not do it. Directive from state can

not do it. Only the people with whom the student come in contact every

day can do it,

( Carnegie Forum on Education and Economy, 1986: p.26)

From the perspective that the minds of citizens are major resources of the

country, Dr. Bonnie j. Brunkhorst, the National Science Teachers Association

( NSTA ) 1990-1991 President, noted:

Our nations' standard of living will decline if we don't change our

current practice. As with any investment, however, it makes no

sense to waste any of our resources. The more we waste, the

higher the eventual costs. We must therefore use teachers minds

to the fullest. The science teachers who teach the children are key

to improving the scientific literacy of our people.

(Brunkhorst, 1990: p.3)
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In Japan, in order to resolve the issues which Japanese society is

facing, such as school violence, tight student management, teacher discipline,

bullying among the students, and drastic changes of Fxiety into

internationalization, teachers are being expected to be the specialists or

professionals dealing with all of these issues. Yoshida introduced objectives

of reform of Japanese teacher education, as follows;

All teacher training shall aim to conduct scholarly and creative research
to produce teachers capable of carrying out the following basic concept
of education:

1. instill respect for children's individuality.
2. put emphasis on the basis of education,
3. enhance children's creativity, thinking, and expressive abilities,
4. create a humanized educational environment for thildren
5. promote detime education through a pragmatic way of teaching and

learning.
6. cope with internationalization and advances of information

technology,
7, have an innate desire to grow professionally by further studying

graduate courses, attending inservice training programs reading
professional magazines and related literature.

(Yoshida, A. 1986: pi)

In brief, Yoshida indicated that the reform of Japanese teacher education

must shift to develop teacher professionalism in order to prepare citizens for

future society. Under the recognition of the teacher as a key, current efforts

of the educational reforms in both countries are devoted to teacher

ed ucation,
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The reform of preservice teacher education

There are differences in the level of competence desired in the

United States and Japan. Each recommendation in the United States

emphasized teachers knowledge and skills in science and science teaching

methods. On the other hand, Japanese reform focused on pedagogical

knowledge and understanding of children. For example, in Japan the

number of required pedagogical courses was raised by the revised

Educational Personnel Certification Law, but the number of science content

courses such as physics, chemistry, biology and earth science for prospective

teachers has not been changed. In the United States, the National Scienc

Teachers Association (NSTA) Standards for Preparation of Middle/Junior

High School Teachers of Science recommended 48 semester hours of science

courses for prospective junior high school teachers and 36 semester hours of

science content courses for middle school teachers. However, more than

sixty-percent of preservice institutions for secondary teachers require their

st dents to take less than 40 semester hours of science content courses

(Peterson, 1990).

Raising standards for licensing is one of the trends in the teacher

education reform movement both in Japan and in the United States.

However, it is imiicated that preservice education has some limitations in

improving teacher competencies. One of the critical issues in Japan is

unification of theory and practice. Student teaching is considered to be a

good opportunity for improvement. However, some problematic situations in
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student teaching exist in Japan. Included are the difficulty in finding

cooperative schools, and relatively short terms of student teaching.

Nakajima (1988) states that student teaching does not always work

effectively. In addition, in terms of science specialization knowledge of

elementary teachers, Nakajima (1988) found imbalance of science courses

among elementary education major concentrating in science and elementary

education majors not concentrating in science. Elementary science majors

are likely to take excessive amount of science courses in order to also

acquire the secondary science teacher license. Non-science education majors

in preservice institution for elementary teachers tend to put less emphasis

on science content or methods courses. Nakayama (1990) commented that

these imbalances need to be taken into account not only during preservice

training, but also during inservice training.

With regard to limitations of preservice programs in the United

States, Padilla (1990) describes the problem in the licensing process. Padilla

indicates that while professional associations strh as NSTA, the National

Association of Biology Teachers (NABT) and the National Council for

Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) recommend solid standards for

accrediting. each state sets up only minimum standards for the sake of their

responsibility to fill all science classrooms. The report of the 1985-86

National Survey of Science and Mathematics Education by Research Triangle

Institute (Weiss, 1987) indicates that most teachers at each school level do

not mf,et NSTA standards in terms of both science courses and science

teaching methods courses. In order to improve teacher quality, both
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preservice education and inservice teacher education programs must be

improved both in the United States and in japan.

Examining the quality and needs of teachers might be one of the

best ways to enhance the quality of inservice training and teachers. In

addition, since science is a universal subject, describing teacher performance

through international perspectives is considered to be an effective way to

pursue these co-incidental issues.

Purpose of the Study

The purposes of this study are;

(1) to identify similarities and differences in elementary science teacher

perceptions of their academic background in Japan and North

Carolina.

(2) to identify similarities and differences in elementary science teacher

perceptions of classroom practices in Japan and North Carolina.

Research Questions

To complete the purpose of this study the following research questions

are included:

(1) What are the identifiable differences, if any, in the self-reported

academic backgrounds of elementary science teachers in Japan and

North Carolina?
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(2) What are the identifiable differences, if any, in the self-reported

teachers' inservice opportunities of elementary science teachers in

Japan and North Carolina?

(3) What are the identifiable differences, if any, in the self-reported

teachers autonomy for acquiring the knowledge and skills in

teaching of elementary science teachers in Japan and North Carolina?

(4) What are the identifiable differences, if any, in the teachers self-

reported teaching objectives for their science lessons in Japan and

North Carolina.

(5) What are the identifiable differences, if any, in the self -re ported

science teaching methods utilized by elementary teachers in Japan

and North Carolina.

In this study. the research questions noted above are discussed by

describing teachers' frequent behavior, teachers' confidence, and teachers

needs they perceive.

Definitions

For the purpose of this study, the following terms are defined :

Experience represent teachers' perceptions of frequency of which teachers

applied objectives, activities, and behaviors to the classroom setting.

Value represent the degree to which teachers valued objectives, activities,

and behaviors on each items in the questionnaires.
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Frequent behaviors represent the items with higher mean score on

experience scales by each sample.

Strength represents the item rated highly both in the experience scale and

in the value scale on the questionnaires.

Confidences represent the items with high percentage of teachers

perceiving the strength.

Needs represents the item rated low frequency in experience scale and high

in value scale on the questionnaires.

In Japan. all Elementary Schools have grades 1-6 for the children aged 6-

1 1. Therefore, in this study, Japanese elementary schools are automatically

defined as school for 1-6, and Japanese elementary teachers are

automaticOy defined as teachers of grades 1-6.

National Association of Directors and Principals for Elementary

Science Education is a Japanese organization for elementary school

principals who are interested in elementary science education.

Educational Personnel Certification Law (Kyouiku shokuin menkyo ho)

is the Japanese law which regulates the system of licensing and certifying



educational personnel including school teachers, assistant principals and

principals. In 1989, this law was revised.

I

I

8



Chapter 2

Review of the literatore

The review of the literature will consist of sections;

a) General Concerns of Inservice Training;

b) Specific Concerns of Inservice Training;

c) American Literature of Expected Teacher Qualities; and

d ) Japanese Literature of Expected Teachers Qualities;

During the past decade, the itterest of science educators in inservice

programs increased. According to Spector and Sp Omer (1989), science and

mathematics education has been die explicit target for much of the monies

that have become available for inservice in the past six years. Recent

articles related to inservice teacher training can be divided into: 1) general

concerns which might influence any type of inservice activities, 2) specific

concerns for specific inservice activities, and 3) expected qualities of science

teachers in the United States and Japan.

General Cmcerns of Insgrvice_jrainine

Yeany and Padilla (1986), through a meta-analysis of teacher education

research, identified five types of teacher training programs whose purpose

were to analyze and evaluate teaching behavior as follows:

1) study of analysis systems,
2) observing models,
3) analyzing models,
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4) self analysis, and
5 ) peer or instructor feedback,

(Yeany, R. H. and Padilla, MI 1986: pp 89-90)

Nash (1985) developed a graphic model of a teacher center designed to

meet the needs of science teachers, The author's conclusions are as follows:

a) A teacher center designed to meet the needs of science teachers
should focus on the teaching related concerns of science teachers.

b ) Middle and high school science teachers and professional inservice
educators' perceptions of a teacher center compared favorably with
the proposed graphic model.

c) The teacher centers studied were not of the comprehensive level
favored in the model.

d) The graphic model had as a central focus, whatever they might be
the teaching related concerns of science teachers.

(Nash, M.C., 1985: 667A)

Through a survey of K-6 teachers across the United States (n-252),

Teters, Gabel, and Geary (1984) determined the status of science teaching in

elementary schools and indicated what could be done to improve education.

Findings indicated that life science was taught more than physical science

and earth science, that the hands-on approach is used less in the upper

grades, and that most instruction in large size classes are instructor

dominated in any grade level.

johns (1984) identified teaching obstacles, through the surveys of

Nevada elementary school teachers in-272), to rank order twelve obstacles

to teaching science. The greatest obstacles were lack of inservice facilities,
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lack of supplies and equipment (or funds to purchase them), and inadequate

room facilities.

Duschl (1984) determined, using ethnographic methods, the degree to

which teachers make decisions based on scientific theories. The following

findings were reported:

(1) Science teachers give little consideration to scientific theories in
their instructional task decision making

(2) Instructional task decisions are dominated by
la) teaching propositional knowledge;
(b) using selected scientific processes as vehicles for teaching

propositional knowledge;
(c) teaching the objectives outlined in curriculum guides;
(d) coping with pressures of accountability; and
(e) humanistic ownership feeling toward the student.

(Duschl, 1984: 482A)

Aikenhead (1984) explored results from a case study of five high school

teachers about the ways teachers make decisions when they plan for

instruction. Decisions made by teachers in the study had common structures

which involved "tradeoff" and "compromises" (Aikenhead, 1984: p.183). The

decision represented the end result of the conflict between a cluster of

teacher intentions and a melange (mixture) of ideas about student

characteristics (Aikenhead, 1984: p.184).
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Inservice

The research focusing on topics of inservice programs can be divided

into four types.

1. Student learning

Lombart, Konicek, and Schultz (1985) assessed an inservice program

intended to promote student reasoning using the learning cycle. it

concluded that it is important to collaborate with colleagues in utilizing peer

coaching in initiating and in maintaining a teaching innovation.

2. Curriculum

Mckinnon (1984) investigated the relationship among Science

Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS), teacher attitudes toward science and

science teaching, grade level of teaching, and their spatial ability (n-76).

Findings indicated that:

( 11There is a statistically significant relationship (.05) between spatial
ability and attitude toward science and science teaching.

(2) There is a statistically significant relationship (.05) between spatial
ability of SCIS teachers and the grade level at which they teach.

(3) There is a statistically significant relationship between the
spatial ability of a SCIS teacher and their years of experience with
the SCIS program,

(McKinnon. G. R., 1984: 1359A )

Loucks (1984) investigated the concerns of SC1S elementary school

teachers who were attending workshops in 1974 ln-45) and 1975 (n-38)

for implementing the SCIS curriculum using the Stage of Concern
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Questionnaire (SoCQ) SoCQ is a Likert type measurement tool assessing seven

hypothesized stages of concern which are (1) awareness, (2) informational,

(3) personal, (4) management, (5) consequence, (6) collaboration, and (7)

refocusing. Results indicated that the stage of concern of individuals has

been recognized as developmental.

Bonnstetter and Kyle (1986) found that there were no significant

differences in the perception of science between teachers trained in SCIS

and those not trained in SC1S. However, attitudes of students (n-684) taught

by SC1S teachers were improved significantly when compared to students

taught by non-SCIS teachers (n-447).

Chakagondua (1984) examined congruencies and discrepancies between

program developers' and elementary teachers' perception of new elementary

science programs. Most of the responses from both groups showed similar

viewpoints of new programs.

Lombana (1984) identified both encouraging and discouraging factors to

the implementation of innovative elementary hands-on science. The authors

identified five encouraging factors as follows: (1) workshop experience

before implementation,
(2) flap-top desks,
(3) sinks located in rooms,
(4) complete set of materials,
(5) producers for keeping kits.

(Lombana, J. D., 1984: 157A)
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Five discouraging factors were identified as follows:

(1) lack of materials,
(2) sharing kits between more than two teachers,
(3) completion for instructional time from reading and math,
(4) slant top desks,
(5) preparation time involved for each lesson.

(Lombana, J.D., 1984: 157A)

Orlich (1984) identified effective qualities of elementary science

inservice activities through reviewing the studies of inservice programs. The

author describes the characteristics of effective qualities of elementary

science inservice activities as follows:

( I ) Effective inservice programs have specific focus or set of objectives.
(2) Effective programs use curricula that can serve as exemplars.
(3) They provide hands-on experiences and allow teachers to use

concrete teaching material.
(4) Laboratories, field trips, visits to museums, and opportunities to

share experience are part of the most effective programs.
(5) Effective inservice projects result from the ability of university

faculty to adapt themselves to what is needed. Teachers do not
automatically offer the usual courses,

(6) All effective inservice projects are relevant to the jobs of the
participants and the conditions in which the participants actually
work.

(7) A good program teaches participants how to use the knowledge
they've gained, not simply how to gain it.

(8) The most effective inservice programs are apparently part of
continuous programs, rather than just one-shot activities.

(Orlich, D.C., 1984: p.34)
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3. Strategies of Inservice Programs

Several studies focused on strategies of inservice training. These could

be divided into 4 groups. They are 0 ) psychological factors, (2) workshops,

and (3) role of master teachers.

(1). Psychological factors

In this category, each author focused OD interaction between

participants and instructors in inservice programs.

Conwell (1984) examined the effects on achievement and attitude of the

interaction between specific types of learners by using the Myers-Briggs

Type Indicator, According to the result of this study, 56 out of 96

elementary teachers were SF (Sensing-Feeling). The activities well matched

to SF qualities received more positive ratings by SF teachers than non-SF

teachers.

(2). Workshops

Spector and Spooner (1989) reported that workshops are the most

popular type of inservice activity. The studies related to workshop

strategies could be seen most frequently in this literature review.

Stone (1987) examined the effect of follow-up type staff development

programs on classroom teachers (n-67) including (I) attending a local

science teacher conference, (2) reading monthly newsletters, (3)

participating in team meetings each month, and (4) experts observation. It
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is revealed that there are significantly positive effects of combinations of

these developmental programs on confidence in and commitment to teaching

science.

McFarlane (1984) determined the effect of a developed science unit and

regular consultant contacts on the attitude of elementary teachers (n-23)

toward science and the teaching of science. There were no significant

treatment effects found in this study. However, analysis of gain scores

indicated significant relationships exist in between teacher attitude toward

science teaching and grade taught, building assignment, and the teacher's

age.

(3). Role of master teachers

Spector (1985) assessed graduate training needs of science teachers in

southern Florida by qualitative research methods in order to determine the

desired status of master's degree. The author recommended as fellows:

The results suggested that the contents of a desired state master's
degree should be based on a task analysis of what teachers are expected
to do in meeting the needs of their students in the 1980s' and beyond.

(Spector, B.S., 1985: p.344)

Lawrenz (1987) evaluated the inservice training in physical science

offered by master teachers. Twenty master teachers out of 41 applicants

who attended a summer institute offered the inservice training to 330

teachers in local district. Effectiveness of master teachers in summer

institutes were revealed by this study.
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Inservice training must be relevant to teachers' needs and their

competencies and qualities. In terms of the qualities and characteristics of

teachers, the following studies have been completed.

American Literature of Expected Oualitiesior Teacher;

Gallagher and Tobin (1987) investigated the activities and interactions

of 15 teachers and their students in two Western Australian high schools.

This ethnographic study examined activity structures, reward systems,

teachers expectations, and disruptive students. It also examined contrasting

managerial styles of three teachers. The authors derived several assertions

as follows:

(1) Secondary science teachers equate task completion (coverage of
content) with student learning.

(2) A majority of class times is devoted to whole-ciass interaction
during which the pace of instruction depends on the responses of 5-
7 more able students whom we called target student.

(3) Teachers held different expectations of their students during the
class work and laboratory work.

(4) The level of cognitive demand placed on student during science
classes and labs tended to be relatively low.

(5) Students with poor achievement and motivation frequently were
problematic to secondary science teachers who offered watered-
down versions of regular classes to them,

(6) Some disruptive behavior occurred in all classes in most cases
disruptions were minor. Disruptive behavior often appeared to
occur when the cognitive demand of tasks exceeded the capabilities
of students to respond.
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(7) Preparation for examinations (both teacher developed and external
examination) was continually reinforced by teachers as the purpose
of instruction, class work, homework, and laboratory work.

(Gallagher, J.J. and Tobin, K 1987: pp.552-553)

Rubba and Becker (1985) surveyed 228 Illinois principals to determine

the qualities they examine when hiring mathematics and science teachers.

Content area knowledge, area of certification, and personality characteristics

were of higher priority than sponsoring extra-curricular activities,

references, and minor areas of certification.

Donaldson (1985) investigated the extent of agreement between

selected college level elementary science educators (n-107) and fourth, fifth,

and sixth grade Kansas science teachers (n-250) regarding the science

laboratory teaching competencies that should be possessed by teachers.

Each group was given a questionnaire focused on operational, process,

management, developmental, and evaluation items. The results are as

follows:

( 1 ) Science teachers believe there is a somewhat greater need for
competencies related to microscope use, cleaning glassware, and use
of models.

(2) Science educators perceive a somewhat greater need (than teachers)
for cultures in the classroom and for use of keys (in identification)
such as terraria and aquaria, use of metric system, use of
histograms, and use of electric circuits.

(3 Teacher educators regarded all science process competencies at a
higher need level than did science teachers.

(4) The four items within the process competencies did not yield
significant differences between the two group,
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(5) Of the four items within the area of developmental competencies,
three produced chi square values that were significant below the
.05 level. Hands-on approaches, individualized learning, and low
budget or homemade materials were favored more by teacher
educators than by teachers.

(6) Teacher educators favored the following items to a greater degree
than did teachers: Skill tests and checklist, student feedback
instruments, and audio-tape techniques.

(Donaldson, H.C., 1985: 3067A)

Tulloch (1986) identified teachers' competences which are considered to

be important to the growth of beginning teachers. The data were collected

from 250 science supervisors, 250 science educators, and 500 secondary

science teachers. Following competences were identified by factor analysis:

(1) attending to the mechanics of teacher-centered instruction,
(2) showing sensitivity to pupils feelings and values, and
(3) planning the instructional program

(Tulloch, 1986: p.555)

Bentley (1985) examined the perception of the conditions of good

science teaching which secondary science teachers hold (n-94). A 54-item

questionnaire developed on the basis of the NSTA publication "Condition of

Good Science Teaching in Secondary Schools was utilized. Teachers who

participated in this study agreed that most items listed in questionnaire are

important to the condition of good science teaching. However, they also

perceived these conditions are hard to accomplish.

Mullenx and Smith (1987) described an attempt by universities to

assess the needs of 22 rural school district in science and mathematics. As a
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result of this research, six major needs of rural areas in Virginia were

identified.

(1) Content courses for both elementary and secondary teachers in
content areas of science and mathematics,

(21Curriculum development in science and mathematics,
(3) Science activities for primary and elementary student,
(4) Resource guides (for teachers) which describe available instructional

television (ITV) programs, computer software, and human
resources, to complement the science and mathematics curricula,

(5) Conference for high school students at the university,
(6) Funds to purchase needed equipment and materials.

(Mullenex and Smith, 1987: p. 3)

Japanese Literature of Expected Qualities for Teachers

Inoue (1989) surveyed 455 elementary school (Grade 1-6) principals in

Fukuoka Prefecture (equivalent to a state in i.he United States) in the

expected quality of teachers. Factor analysis revealed that competence of

teachers expected by school principals were generosity, dignity, strictness,

sense of responsibility, adaptability, instructional skills, inquisitiveness,

trust, attentiveness, healthiness and self direction skills. With regard to

expected personality, the school principal expected teachers to be

enthusiastic, lively, and to work hard. The author concluded that: (1)

teachers' instructional skills are supported on the basis of their personality;

(2) the evaluation of teacher competence is correlated with the evaluation of

their personality; and (3) socio-cultural rules should be applied also to

teachers society in school
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Inoue (1986) investigated elementary classroom teachers on the

construct of teaching skills, and examined the difference in age and gender,

using Likert type questionnaire. It was revealed that teachers perceived

high value in terms of questioning, knowledge of teaching content,

relationships with children, sequencing the learning content appropriate for

children s understanding, grouping children's physical and mental

characteristics, understanding of children's thinking and feeling, educational

views intending to develop children's ability, sense of responsibility and

enthusiasm, and skills for observing children closely, It was reported that

older teachers are more likely to implement classroom activities than

younger teachers. There were also differences in implementation and

values between male teachers and female teachers. The factor analysis

identified 13 factors in desirability questions and 14 factors in

implementation questions. The author concluded that an expected quality of

teachers is to hold a solid educational view, and that the teachers should

implement instruction in the classroom on the basis of their own educational

view. In terms of science education, Shimada (1988) emphasized the

balance of academic knowledge and skills in science and academic

knowledge and skills for teaching science.
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This chapter includes:

a) Development of Questionnaires

b) kdministering the Questionnaires

d) Methods of needs Assessment.

c) Data Processing

In this study, the elementary teachers perception of their (1)

academic backgrounds, (2) opportunity for training , (3) autonomy for

acquiring the knowledge and skills in teaching, (4) teaching objectives for

their science lessons, and (5) science teaching methods utilized are compared

in Japan and United States, In order to address perceptions of teachers'

activities, the questionnaire used in this study was the revised teachers self

assessment tools which was presented in United States- Japan Cooperative

seminar by faculties of the Science Education Deprirtment in Hiroshima

University,

CI Questionnaire

The draft of the questionnaire used in this study was developed by

the Science Education Department of Hiroshima University in Hirosh:ma.

Japan. This draft questionnaire (Appendix A) consists of 10 elements: (1 )

Objectives (2) Academic Background (3) Teaching Content (4) Lesson Plan (5)

Teaching Methods and Strategies (6) Management of Science Room and
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Laboratory (7) Teaching Materials Production (8) Evaluation of Student

Learning (9) Teachers Opportunities for Inservice Training and (10)

Teachers' Autonomy in Acquiring Knowledge and Skills in Teaching. The

subjects report their perception of frequency of their experience they have

had on each item and their perception of the degree of value they have on

each item. The items used in this study are selected from the questionnaire

developed in Hiroshima University.

In the revised questionnaire, American teachers were asked to rate,

in five ranges (5: Very often, 4: Often, 3: Sometimes, 2: Seldom,1: Never), the

frequency of their experience they have had on each item, and to rate, in

three ranges (3: High value, 2: Intermediate value, 1: Low value), degree of

value they have on each item (Appendix C.). In the Japanese questionnaires,

Japanese teachers were asked to rate both frequency of experience (4: Very

often, 3: Often, 2: Seldom,1: Never) and degree of value in four ranges (4:

High value, 3: Relatively high value, 2: Relatively low value,1: Low value).

The difference in scales of the American questionnaire and the

Japanese questionnaire came about due to a change in the Japanese version

that occurred before it was administered to the Japanese sample. This

change was, unfortunately, beyond the researcher's control.
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In Japan, six hundred questionnaires were mailed to the participants

of the Annual Conference of the National Association of Directors and

Principals for Elementary Science Education to ask elementary teachers to fill

out questionnaires. 490 teachers returned questionnaires to Hiroshima

University (return rate 81.7%). In North Carolina, 300 questionnaires were

distributed to elementary teachers in North Carolina; 35 participants

included teachers in workshop of Developmental Approaches in Science and

Health (DASH) and Full Optional School Science (FOSS), 20 sixth grade

teachers working for the North Carolina Project of Reform in Science

Education, 125 graduate students at East Carolina University who are

teaching science in elementary schools, 100 elementary classroom teachers

in Bertie County in North Carolina, and 20 Science teachers in Wahl Coates

Elementary School (a cooperating school of East Carolina University). One

hundred eighty-one responses were received (return rate 60.3%).

Methods of data analysis

In this study, frequent behaviors of teachers in Japan and North

Carolina are observed by identifying the items which are perceived with

higher mean scores by elementary science teachers in Japan and in North

Carolina. The number of items identified with frequent behaviors is

determined by the number of all items within each category.
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Concerning confidences and needs of teachers, the elementary

teachers perceptional gap between frequency of experience they have had

on certain activities and value teachers placed on same activities were

considered. Items rated highly in both experience scales and value scales by

each teacher can be considered to be the items on which he/she behaved

frequently along with their value in terms of each item. Therefore, in

analyzing the Japanese data, the items each Japanese teacher rated above 2

both in experience scales and in value scale, are identified with his/her

"Strength" (see figure I). In analyzing the American data, the items rated

above 2 in experience scale and above I in value scale by each teacher in

North Carolina are identified with his/her "Strength" (see figure 2). In this

study, teachers' "confldences" in each sample are identified with the items

which is. perceived as strength by higher percent of teachers in each

samples. The number of items identified with teachers' confidence is

determined by the number of all items within each category.

The items rated as high value and as low frequency by each teacher

can be considered to be the item with which he/she should deal in the

future. Therefore, The items each teacher rated below 3 in experience scale

and above 2 in value scale are identified with his/her "Needs" (see figure I).

The items teacher rated below 3 in experience scale and above I in value

scale are identified with his/her "Needs" (see figure 2), In this study,

teachers' needs in each sample are observed by identifying the items in

which a higher percent of teachers in each samples perceived as needs, The
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number of items identified with teachers needs is determined by the

number of all items within each category.

DAILPESMaillig

SAS at HITAC M-680H in Hiroshima University Information Processing

Center was used to analyze the Japanese data with the assistance of Mr.

Yasushi Ogura, Research Associate of Department of Science Education in

Hiroshima University. In order to analyze the data in North Carolina, SAS @

ECU-VM1 at East Carolina University was used. In order to identify frequent

teacher behaviors, PROC MEAN procedure was used, and PROC FREQ

procedure was used in identifying teachers confidences (frequent behavior

supported by teachers' value) and teachers needs (not frequent behavior but

high valued by teacher).
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This chapter includes the results of:

a) The Self-reported Academic Background.

b) The Self-reported Teachers Opportunities for Training

c) The Self-reported Teachers' Autonomy for Acquiring the

Knowledge and Skills in Teaching

d) The Self-reported Teaching Objectives

e) The Self-reported Science Teaching methods

In this chapter, teachers' frequent behaviors, confidence, and needs in

Japan and North Carolina are described in terms of their teacher education

background, including academic background, opportunity for training,

autonomy for acquiring the knowledge and skills for teaching, and classroom

practice including teaching objectives and teaching methods.

There is a difference in the scales between the Japanese

questionnaire and the American questionnaire. The questionnaire used in

North Carolina, asked teachers to rate the degree of experience in 5 ranges

(5: Very often, 4: Often, 3: Sometimes, 2: Seldom, l : Never) and to rate degree

of value in 3 ranges (3: High value, 2: Intermediate value, 1: Low value)

( A ppendix C.). In the Japanese questionnaires, Japanese teachers were asked

to rate both the amount of times teachers spent on certain teaching activities

(4: Very often, 3: Often, 2: Seldom,1: Never) and value teachers placed on
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certain teaching activities in 4 ranges(4: High value, 3: Relatively high value,

2: Relatively low value,l: Low value) (Appendix B.)

Because of this difference, it is not possible to compare the raw data

directly. Therefore, in this study, the similarities and differences will be

identified by identifying the items rated high among each item in each

element in Japan and North Carolina.

The Self-reported Academic Background

The following items are identified as frequent behaviors in terms of

academic background of teachers in Japan and North Carolina, according to

the observation of Table 1.

ANN
- I possess sac/42*ff boatsmen/in the dew of saellor edicetion othitr than my
ante of spezation (item .7, mew sate 24Z *WV

I possess siffaentAvatirounorin psychalogy to ma* me to tmoiretwo the
Omit* effiaCild, iftld /MOM? afivotpment of my efti,its (#em Z mew
scow 2.719, N=472),

/ have sufftrimt 1wrwindh methemeicv rewiedivipliceb/e to me sc)isrice
=MPS / leach (item 4, mew =we 224 A471)

North Carairs
Roams both beatsrand end errichment ii cienOtikm ckwdopmert

tedzoicuts such as antent segue/70V, conagar deveicpmem; end opting of
47structo' flei alfrearew (hrm A mew awe 4.19,

I ',maw kflowle* and 6iders4widng ce the philos4phicol, /listalCal and
pepoew of edicaM7 (item 4 mew SCOW 424 TS)

pawns stififowl boa:crowd psythology to enable me to in4rstend gIe
physliAti, 0/170#0flal and ~paw/ dtowitcpment of my students (iteM Z MAW
SCar 4 22 Nis174
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Table 1.

Mean frequency score arid mean value score on each item
(1 Academic baclogrouncl

Items JAPAN* NORTH CAROLINA*

! EXPERIENCE (N) VALUE (N) EXPERIENCE (N) VALUE (N)

1 1.62 (457) 2.41 (463) 235 (162) 2.30 (159)

2 1.73 (463) 2.56 (462) 2.86 (167) 2.42 (163)

2.47 (461)

I

3.14 (465) 3.21 (170) 2.50 (171)

4 2.25 (471 ) 2.65 (467) 4.22 (174) 2.69 (175)

c
...,

1.85 (472) 2.62 (455) 3.20 (173) 2,31 (176)

2.05 (472) 2.86 (466) 3.91 (172) 2,55 (175)

2.38 (472) 3.26 (468) 4.22 (172) 2,78 (175)

2.10 (475) 2.82 (460) 4.28 (173) 2.64 (176)

i 9 -, ,,-, (472) 3,07 (465) 4.3e, (173) 2.74 175)

Note

JAPAN - very often, - Never In exoerlence scale
4 Most important. 1 Least Important in value scale

* N.0 5 - Very often, 1- Never In pcperience scale
3 High value, I Low value in value scale

Items
have sufficient pre-service background equivalent to a major (or minor) in each science,

biology, chemistry, or physics education
have acquired in-service treinings that are similar to my pre-service mayor ( or minor ) in

mil science, biology, chemistry, or physics education
I possess sufficient background in the area of science education other than my area of
specialization.

4 I have sufficient background in the mathematics required/applicable to the science course I
ton
I have studied the historical development and philosophy of science, including the continuing
Contributions of scientists to modern world
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(Cont Table I)
6 I possess sufficient background in non science fields such as the humanities, social sciences,

languages, and philosophy, to enable me to proviLt a wider perspective and relevance to my
science teaching,

Possess sufficient background in psychology to enable me to unitrstand the physical,
emotional , and Intellectual arvelopment of my students

e I possess knowledge and understanding of the philosophical, historical and social purpose of
eucatlon

possess both background and enrichment in curriculum development techniques such as
content sequencing, concept development, and writing of instructicmal objectives,

- I hope sung:lent Ma'am, M the MathellheiZ waked/ 47plarble to go.
=Once calms / Me, (iten, 4 mean soave 44 N474)

Academic backgrounds in psychology (item 7) and mathematics (item 4

are identified as frequent behaviors by both samples, In addition,

possessing a strong background in science education rather than science

content (item 3) is identified as one of the frequent behaviors by the sample

in Japan. On the other hand, possessing the strong background in

pedagogical knowledge of educational purpose (item 8) is identified as one of

the frequent behaviors by the sample in North Carolina.

Concerning teachers confidence in their academic background, the

following items, according to the observation of Table 2, are identified as

confidence by teachers in each sample.

Japan
//we Riff/dent bactgliund in the mettfiemeins mtquirlappfcable to the

safencw =MOW / teach (item 4 70.9%, Na459

/ possess avffaiwhoterafgrvindit awl of scienor ectrastiav Mar Avn my ervis
o sAteriaAraeon Om 3, Oa, N-458), .

imams sufficionttwotgroum M 'wady/ivy to enable me to understaflohg
the phyaild, emotival, eird inteifectrad dektOopment my students (ilem 7
Na.451).
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No* Corokso
/ poor s s Ixgh l'actirwci ENO 07141~ ii wriadmin etinstment

tedrique Stith OS content megmecirg =apt olsivesivins74 andwitAg of
Akozictioasi *Alm pAstin i? R71%, N-179.

/ Nam, knatiscO id Warstinting al Akar*** hista*al awe =41
wpm's of (Item 4 959%, AI471)

/ toms's, sineffoiont Avatsraindin psycbdogy to may MS to undffstand
"vise ~Mu/ X 17te4 rctu dryticpment of my amino (item Z
Nitta

Psychology (item 7) is one of the common areas which is identified as

an area of confidence by elementary teachers in both countries. K-6

teachers in North Carolina feel confident in terms of professional knowledge

such as pedagogy (item 8) and curriculum development (item 9). On the

other hand. Japanese elementary teachers feel confident in the mathematics

skills (item 4) and knowledge in science education (item 3).

In terms of perceived needs, the following items through the

observation of table 2 are identified as teachers needs by teachers in each

sample.

AMY
-1 pommy Ivey boatground and errieflmwit ;97 aviadian doksigoiliarrt
tecfniques suo, as conteot swimming czwoopt depylopment ire srifing of
insewkrid eg*ciotsw (iton 9, 590%,04145?),

"taws s)ffairg bsatirountii7/147-509114191eAlsma, as Ay hon&Oss,
sot* soignee, *wimps, IfsW clioaphy, to ono* me to owl* a *dr
pewoeciries ono( nsigmt to my arkam tescigv Awn 550%, 4liF401

- Ip ogow Az/A*17t Imagoes psychdogy to me* ins to t1YierS1417dt7g
the phySial, MVO* end iltehtfctuse dowtopment of my sibt43,7ts (imm
A70%, Na151/

4 41

' I
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Table 2

Percentaeof teachers who perceived "Strength" and "Needs"
(1 ) Academic background(%)

'.1 tem5
JAPAN NORTH CAROLINA

. ,_

N STRENGTh NEEDS N STRENGTH

,
NEEDS

i 434 11.8 32.5 152 54.0 30,9

2 437 11.2

,

44.2 160 62.5
_.

30.6

3
I

438
46.6 40.6 167 67.7 27.6

4 451 70.3 47,0 170 92.3 5.9

5 449
14.0 46.1 169 73.0 20.7

6 1 449
22.3 55.0 169 90.5 7.1

I 7 I
451

39.9 53,0 169 94,1 3.0

a, i
449 22.3 55.0

A

171 95,9 1.5

452
29,6 59.0 171 97.1 1.8

Items
nave sufficient pre-service oackgrounc equivalent to a major (or minor) in eacn science,

biology, chemistry, of physics education.
I nave acquired in-service training that are similar to my pre-service major ( or minor) in
each science, biology, chemistry, of physics education

3 1 possess sufficient background in area of science education other tnan my area of
specialization.
1 have sufficient background in the mathematics required/applicable to the science course 1
teach

nave studied the histor ical development and philosophy of science, including the continuing
contributions of scientists to modern world,

6 1 possess sufficient background in non science fields such as the humanities, social sciences,
languages, and philosophy, to enable me to provide a wider perspective and relevance to my
science teaching.
1 possess sufficient background in psychology to enable me to understand the physical ,

emotional , and intellectual development of my Students.
1 possess knowledge and uno.:rstandmg of the philosophical, historical and social purpose of
eauCat1Or;
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(Cont Table 2)
9. I possess both background and enrichment in curriculum development techniques such al

content sequencing, concept development, end writing of instructional ob3ectives

Akar* Cara 111
- HMV NISCIe4 pviranim bactsmod ocgoiwiete to ingir tiey MEW 17 edCh
science, &Vasty, chomisty a r physes eaticatias (item X.9%, Nm152)

I haw xiim1i7 iosinico ewiffsient to my irostrWar mgfer 17 each
samcv, bidogy chsflistlyar physto wiestion (item 2 So 6%, Na161)

/ Nasals t9#?dk7 ares of =Once edialtion other iher my iirthl
of speciezeon Om .1, 276* Na167, .

There are no common items between the needs of Japanese teachers

and teachers in North Carolina. In Japan, the items related to pedagogical

knowledge on educational purpose (item 8) and curriculum development

(item 9) are identified as needs. On the other hand, science knowledge (item

1 & 2) is identified as needs by elementary teachers in North Carolina.

Similarities and differences in the self-reported academic background

are summarized in Table 3. In Table 3, the items identified by samples both

in Japan and in North Carolina, which are considered similarities, are listed in

the middle box. The items identified by samples only in Japan, which are

considered as uniquenesses of Japanese teachers, are listed in the left box.

The items identified by the sample only in North Carolina, which are

considered as uniquenesses of teachers in North Carolina, are listed in right

box.



Table 3 Summary oi simaarities anc (11fU.rencea
Academic backgrounds

Frequent teachers' behavior

Japan North Carolina

*Science education
I courses ) Science
1

contents ( item 3)

*Psychology ( item
7)
*Mathematics
( item 4)

*Philosophical,
historical , social
purpose of education
( item 8)

(Cont. Table 3)

W.) Confidence

Japan Similarities Nortr; Carolina

*Science education
courses ) Science

Psychology ( item
7)

*Philosophical ,

historical, social
content ( item 3) purpose of eaucation
*Mathematics ( item 4Y ( item 8)

* Curriculum
development ( item 9)

(iii) Needs

Japan Similarities North Carolina

*Curriculum aevel-
i opment ( item 9)
:*Other discipl Inez.
'than science or
1 sc ientv eaucation
k item 6)
I*Psychology ( item 7)

*Pre- & inserv ice
education for science
content (iierr I 8,k2)

* Science educe . ion

courses ) Science
content ( item 3)
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The Self-reported Teachers Opportunities for Tsagber Training.

The following items are identified as frequent teachers behaviors in

each sample, according to the observation of Table 4.
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- ow* the pact MN "ST, / have qateed my ino~ge my spectated
awe Arm 1, mato =re 221, 441:4841

IMO tp1 &re ywirx / hew attend e meetvIgs connwhfax% mmikvs,
COMR7149 "Wale to 3%36)7CO Mw Om 2 mean scar 214 480

- rne past free "ws Mew warted my knosiectfe on Dim cissekpamsfit
end proaUctiln cconwentiothe inovellve science afficutim iraterhsfr (item 5;
mean scar 1.88, A/1487/

Witik #10 past t/ree yaws, / haw (polite my knoWedge on hie-stay
technOss, gawctires, ono' safety (item 6, MOW San? tee 4441

Nath Cordes
- the Awl free yaws, Thew Wale( I tnonledge 17 my specklmed
ave (item 1, mean sate 412 Na174).

Wit&I Ibex& gree V3 / have woke( / my knoviedle a agyekonani:F
student emlusion tethniqmst (itovr Z maw wa-e 3.49, Ata17".

trithk e pas t &we ) ars, / haw afi'enab. a' meet* conventem senwhery, a-
cawfrevai 'Waled to sarence arrictatim mlivie0 Om 2 MAW SCC119 3,4Z
Ahr1M.

Wit* h pa #111,9 j / have walled my knowledge On /NW AtructoThe
methods end sratesies kr science teachEig Om 4 .247 Na1762,

Updating knowledge in a speciality area (item 1) and attending

meetings on science teaching (item 2) are identified as frequent teachers'

behaviors by elementary teachers both in :4pan and North Carolina. In

addition, updating knowledge on developing curriculum materials (item 5 )

and laboratory technique (item 6) are identified as frequent teachers'

behavior in Japan, On the other hand, updating knowledge of evaluation

methods (item 7) and instructional methods (item 4) are identified as

frequent teachers' behaviors,



Table 4
Mean freQuency score mg mean value score on each item

(2) Teachers inservice educat ion opportunities

I

Itemsi JAPAN* NORTH CAROLINA'

EXPERIENCE (N) VALUE (N)
.

EXPERIENCE (N) VALUE (N)

1 2.21 (485) 3.16 (450) 4.12 (174) 2.79 (173)

2 2.14 (485) 3.00 (449) 3.47 (180) 2.69 (170)

3 1.52 (488) 2.83 (449) 3.00 (177) 2.57 (171) 1

4 1,72 (487) 2.99 (449) 3 47 t 176) 2.63 (174)

5 1 88 (487) 3.00 (451) 3.29 (173) 2.54 (169)

6 1 1.82 (486) 3.07 (450) 2.78 (176) 2 42 (171)

1,51 (486) 2.93 (451) 3.49 (177) 2.57 (174)

8 1,71 (487) 2,91 (452) 3.18 (176) 2.54 (173)

9 1.04

4

(485) 1.92 (445)

a.

2.56 (172) 2.38 (163)

Note JAPAN 4 Very often. 1 - Never in experience scale
4 - most important. - Least important in vaiue scale

N.0 5 - Very often, 1- Never in experience scale
3 High value, 1 Low value in value scale
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Items
1 Within the pest three years, 1 have updated my knowledge in my specialized area

Within the pest three years, I have attended meetings, conventions, seminars, or conferences
related tO scienCe teaching
Within the pest three years, I have attended short courses, summer institutes, or similar
trainings for science teachers.

4 Within the pest three years, I have updated my knowledge on new instructional methods and
strategies for science !aching

C_ Within the past three years, I have updated my knowledge on the development and production
of conventional/innovative science Curriculum materials
Within the pest three years, I have updated my knowledge on laboratory techniques,
procedures and safety
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(Cont. Table 4)

7 Within the past three years, have updated my knowledge on developments in student
evaluation techniques.

8. Within the past three years, havf updated my knowledge on the organization and management
of science classes.

9 Within the pest three years, I have attended graduate school Courses offered by an advanced
degree-granting institution.

Concerning teachers confidence, following items are identified by

elementary teachers in both samples through the observation of Table 5.

ARMY

00 past 67 IMITA I ham, tipcbted my knonfate M my speciezed
awe Oem 374%, *401

With0 the psi lir saw Map. alt enated meatMgc, cvnowdons; semihr
comirences rehire,' 10 SC*Ice tractdng (item 2 4%, Ns414)

Wit* the ma' liste yam I Awe wakter / my bow/edge ai dwiWgomant and
proclaim of txvniwAwailinnovaffiv $44709 cxviyd4im Materifils 5,
X. 4* NN451).

Mr* Ceram
- Wirti7 Ore past b. e e yaws, I /lave tcaleted my knotiedp M my specialized
erea (item 895%, 41471)

#1. past tree yowls, I have wokted my know0479 on Ole devalopmenis
17 student elettaion (item Z 759%, N.117.7).

Within go pa& air e ts yea= I have waisted my knorm#dge on new instructional
meMods and stalegrisw f a r sciencw teadh#Ig glom 4 751* Na173,1

Updating specialized knowledge (item I) is identified as an area of

confidence by elementary teachers in both samples. In addition, updating

the knowledge in evaluation techniques (item 7) and instructional methods

(item 4) are identified as areas of confidences by the sample in North

Carolina. Attending professional meetings (item 2) and updating the
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knowledge in development of curriculum materials (item 5) are identified

as confidences.

The following items are identified as needs related to teachers

opportunities for training in Japan and North Carolina through the

observation of Table 5.

lapftw
- W#th tbe pest &myth= / hew godated my knotWedo on hvberalay
techmiNee prooedre amic sesity (Awn 6: 72 5%, N-4501

- wiazi7 Me pea &re yam I hew witty of my knewleafr on deP0401176)7eS
stuthwit meta:ion Nclatiques Om 7 73 6* N=4531.

WmeJ &epee bee fews, Mew gaoledmy knookedge CV? new iviructicod
meitim* &dsDai esies fa r aim, Mee*, (hIpm 4 68.7%, Na4481

NerA Carolina
W#A1 Me cost Wee mrs Mow More snthetecams e by an

sektnced dysrore-srafting lystituato (dem .9 366%, Nal 73)

Me pm/ Ore e yeas / haw updfla my knew/edge an lobo-Nay
Mc/1*w krocedps 45941 stfety (item 6, 353% NNI 70).

WA,me,taw oars / haw ittendal Martcomas's, summer liseutes; or
siinfer traiiNng ler science &mhos (item .7, .7,22%, Mgt N)

Teachers need for updating the knowledge on laboratory skills (item 6)

is identified by elementary teachers in both samples. In addition, needs for

updating the knowledge on evaluation techniques (item 7) and updating the

knowledge of instructional methods (item 4) are identified by the sample in

I.



Table c:

Dercenuges o enhers whs Qmeiveq "Strength ana '`.!eem
Te;3cher inservice eauc3t1on opoorr,uniue5

iterns
I

JAPAN 1 NORTH CAROLINA

STRENGTH NEEDS

449 37 4 54 6 1

447 32.4 52.6

4 448 :8 9 68 7

45 ,on " 6Z 9

6 450 '7 6 72 5

450 10 5 73,6

451 15 1 66 1

444 0 7 20 i

1

?.4 STRENGTH NEED3

171 89 5 9 4 !

170 75.9 2 2 9

771 65.5

173 75 1 :3 1

t,e 74 4 :2 0

70 53 7 35 3

173 77.5 19 1

172 25 t I

161 ; 46 0 76 6

4 1

Items
wr,mn tne past three vear:. ; nave updated my know leope ri specia!ized area
Within the past three years, I have attended meetings, convention's. seminars. or conferences
related to science teachina.

3. Within the p/st three years. have attended. snort r:durses. :ummer inntutes. or ;:imilar
traminds for science teacners.

4 Within the past three years, I have updated rny knowledge on new instructional methods and
FIratednes for science teaching.
within the Past three years, t have updated my knowledge on ihe development and production
or' conventionalrinnovative science curriculum materials.
Within the past three years, I have updated my knowledge on laporatory tecnnidues.
procedures and safety.

7 Within the past three years, : have updated my now ietige O eveiClOrnen!s :.tudent
evaluation techniques
Within the past three years, l have updated my knowledge on the organi:ation and management
of science Casses.
A, !thin tne past three ',tars, nve attended (...,T3au3te scriciel cour-zes offered an advanced
dearee-drantino istton

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Japan. On the other hand, needs for participating in graduate courses (item

9) and short term inservice training (item 3) are identified as teachers

needs by samples in North Carolina.

Similarities and differences in the self-reported teachers' opportunity

for training are summarized in Table 6. In Table 6, the items identified by

elementary teachers both in Japan and North Carolina, which are considered

as similarities, are listed in the middle box. The items identified by

elementary teachers only in Japan, which are considered as uniqueness of

Japanese teachers, are listed in the left box. The items identified by

elementary teachers only in North Carolina, which are considered as

uniqueness of teachers in North Carolina are listed in right box.

3urimary of iln-lIantlert.(1, dIffE-renceE
Teacher-5' 1n5ervlce 771gutIon omcrtunitie.

teaC?r:--;

..;3o3n Nortr) C3roi,in3

I*Deyelopmg
,curr icuium meter ial

;tpl.,- 5 )

i*LatIoratory
ecrrue t l'ern 6)

*Specialize° area
item

Atte NI g pr'Dfe=-
sional meeting

item

*Evaluation lechnegue
( item
*intructional
methoos

item 4)



k Cont. Tmle

Japan
*Develop mg

:Nrr icullim !Toter
( item 5)
*Attending protm ion
a meeting ( item 2;

:!1 ) Needs

.javan

ar 1 tl
rike.pecializeo area

ltern 1

Nortn Carol Ina

*Eva i uat ton teen neque

( item )

*instructional
nietntAis C item )

SimIlarities North Carcli Ina

4EvaTuation -.ecnnique

(item 7 )
instr uct

!methods t Item )

Laor3torv Attenaing sr:or t
tecnnique item 6) 'courses ( item 7

I *Attendl nq gr equate

courses item 9 )
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The Self -reported Teacher Autonomy in Acquiring Knowledge and Skills in.

Teaching

In terms of teacher autonomy, the following items are identified as

frequent teachers behavior in Japan and in North Carolina through the

observation of Table 7.

',Paw
- 1 ahnsys str4re to gifre my best when I teach and prepwe kr my science dass

mew scar I IZ Naw4e7)

/ nsde and oasis* Ithicbing actiOes, a AWAY must alWays demagsrate wet
authenfre witnessOg to low fa- chitten human being and eotAastion (dem

.9 mean am, J t N=477),

/ know how to eigtaigs* cooptration and majnmen harmonious terfstiOns/47c
ofth ogiers tbe school and in the community Om 10 mean awe 282
N=478).

- / regatta* rate jOanals and otherpiblications aPncemed oth, soma?
heacVng saentfic akneelopments andxtence related issues (Item 2 mew
SATO 281, N=485/

er)



73ole 7

rreQuencv Jnd medn value '..3core on ta:Lih

;3') TeiCher -lutonomy in acauirin Knovvleii;t, pti fri1s n teat.:h!N

; itern51 JAPAN('

EXPEPIENCE (N)

2.54 (485)

2.bi 148b)

2 00 i4671

4 2 07 (467)

1,31 (485)

1 55 (485) 2.50 (442)

3 17 47) 3 78 1450
e.

2 35 1441) 264 (414)

3.03 (477) 3.42 (456

Nam CARixams

wALLiE (N) EXPEPIENCE iNi VALUE (Ni

3 13 (455) 4 13 1179) ' 2 76 075)

2.7b [451) 3.34 (179) 2.55 1.1.13)

2 e,e1 i452:) 3 27 , ;P10.1 -244

3.04 (455) 3 16 n771 2.36 (1601

lb t445) 1 .:3 m17) ; 1.54 163;

1

1

2.61 (176) 1

;

4 20 (1731

4 80 (177)

2.20 t 16 )

2 93 (177

2 77 116,n

2.95 (170)

{478) 3 30 145,7) b8 ;177) ;.; 73;

773 (461)

12 2 24 (.3r:1)

3 32 i4471

2 62 ;4411

4 50 (175) 1671

4 21 (179'. 2 63 (172
,

1
1

1.,
, 2.4b t407) .5.32 taS9) 4 (1.19 76) 2 1 t'.83 i vI 1

i

14 1 12 (89) 2 51 45'U 1.58 (179 1 9,5

Ncte * JAPAN 4 Vec'y vf2,?0, I - Nrver )firxperterv.e
4 - Most ,mportant, Lvast important In value scate

.vP7,17 ,;fttn, Nttip;!. ,,rort
r1191) value. 1 - 1 ow value in va1up craio

Items
am abraF1 gC,;ng

fleId
ig
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Ct)i-it Table -.7

regular ly read Journals and other pub hcattons concerned wiin science teaorrnc. ':entiic
developments. and sciena related issues

3 make an effort to contact Droiesslonals ana organizations t !Goal. nat lanai .nterny7onal )
my 1:ield to provide enrichment to my teaching.

extend my know left and understandind of students and their environment tr ccrt
visitattons and contacts with Individuals and organintions in tne community
within Me oast three years. nave suomitted at least one articie or other mar--,-, related
to science teaching for publication in a profesional iournal or other publications
Within the oast three years. I have participated in eaucational protects t purr icu;Jrn
research stuar,, development of innovative curriculum materials, etc )

always strive to dive my best when I teach and prepare for my science class.
I am proud of being a science teacher,
;nside and outside teaching activities, a teacher must always demonstrate and dive atrent'c
witnessing to love for children, human being and education

know now to establish cooperation and maintain harmonious relationships with otners in tne
school and in the community
inquisitiveness. open-mindedness. generosity, and a well-directed sense of adoresziveness
are necessary traits of a science teacher.
Leadership is an invaluable quality of a science teacher.

3 I have developed mstructional materials suited to student ability levels and reievant to
classroom oblectives

4 t have developed microcomputer nased science lessons for my class.

/negsibenexs, open-minairthass generosity arid a ire circled sense of
aggressivene,ss are Amway Pa s ot a science teacher (dem 11, mean smre
273, NAT4f1)

North Carathil
/nsiob and outside, teaching actirdles, a teacher must a/ways oemcnstrate and

give authentic witnesarg to love far chikten, human being and educatOn (item
.9 mean scar 480 Atirt7.

imw how to ashabAs) cooparapon ',xi maniac, hainomous rehttrewshfw
with others ih sex/ a/ hi in Zote CV1I7177W7/6' (item 10, mean save 469
N-177).

- 'Ways anve to flye my bast when f teach and prepare far. my scsence clasc
(dem Z mAgn scare 456, N-178).

kicriltiVOne= open-mindethess, genernsty and a wolf afrected sen.sr of
1197OSSIY6V7ASS ing /7841SWily rads o f a soma, teacher(dem 11, mean safe
45 0, Nv175)
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Leada-alp is an invieuable opOty 01 science teachars (item 12 mean sane
421. N=1791-

Doing the best (item 7). love for children (item 9), developing a

cooperative relationship (item 10), and positive attitude (item 11 ) are

identified as frequent teachers behaviors by both samples. In addition

taking leadership (item 12) is identified as frequent teachers behavior by

the sample in North Carolina. On the other hand. regular reading of

professional journals or other publications litem 2) is identified as frequent

teachers behavior by Japanese teachers.

With regard to teachers confidences, the following items are

identified by teachers in each sample through the observation of Table 6.

ofaiwn
&Ames awe to gm my best who? / teach andprepare tar my soence olass

(item Z 6145%, Nam154).

- /nisi* and outsfiais teaching aciviges, a lead), mast always demonsrate and
0ve authentic slalessfng to love fcr chitten, human being and ecticatOn (dem
.9, 708%, N=4449).

- I know how to estabkdI coggavtion and misentaln harmonious relatOndA0s
wit) 04,70'S in Me sdlool ant in the comminity (gem 10 fa" N=4561

/wasitiveness, w /*id generosity ire ,reif-rfrectedsrmr of
aggessiVeness are necessay nes of soience teachers Nem 11, 579%
N=432).

1 OM alyeast oillt 0/hgaiig ciniadum prqects and related develgoments in my
tem/kw field (item 1 512%, N=453).

Nei* Carofins
/ know bow to estabfah corwerafron and maintrkei harmonious relationstfos

with others ui the school and in rne communi0e (item 70 .9Y.4%, N=1721
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- Made end outode teadAng eariVes a tem:1w must Moves demewstate and
im authenae otifrzessog to low fcr clditen human being and etkcahion (item
9 ALM No.162 .

/ Argo stile to gipta my bowl Men I teach we pware kr my science class
(item Z 977%, Nw171).

/ an/ Ernst sith an-s/c0g coricuitim Folects we/ /*Ned developments ,0 my
fawning Meld (item 1 9 .7.7%, N-175)

'Colliaboration tite m 10 Doing best (item 7 )" ,"Positiv e attitude in

daily life litem I I F, 'Love for children litem 9) ', and paying attention to

on-going Curriculum projects +item I 1" are identified as teachers area of

confidence by elementary teachers in Japan and North Carolina.

4110
The following items are identified as teachers' needs related by the

samples in Japan and North C .rolina through the observation of Table 8.

APA,
leXtefidmy knatiedge and unciniam)ig ol slithniS and Mei' envionment

#1/7/ conskyyt visiNtions and contacts isith Melpiotosis am. organizations in Me
commixioi ptem 4 641% 44,454).

/ have devehl o e d instructicne materials stRed to student al06, levels and
relepant to ofts:room otyectios (item 13 555% N=4511

haw develgoed microcomputir basedsvence lessons tor my class (item 14
5033% N=449),

make an ern' to conact protassionds and agcsachtsions navOnal
inter/WO/WI, my AO to p-oWde eiricfiment on my teacliktig (item 3 491%
N-452).

Wit/M7 D'e past threeyears, / have palcifoated ectrast projects
(anvil/um wawa) study development of moveDve cunia/Vm matenals, e(c )
(item 6, 478% 1W439).
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Table

Percentagn of teachers who Derceivea "Stungth" and "Neec.:-
I 3) Texner5 autonomy for accvrIng know ieqv _and 2.k 1 I )

items JAPAN NORTH CAROLINA

q 1 STRENGTH I
i

NEEDS q STRENGM NEEDS

1 43 51.2 38.0 175 93.7 5.1
_

450 37 1

.
32.2 172 76.2 11 1

3 452 27 2

.

49.1
1

171 71 4 21 1

t-

4

t

4541 21 5 64 1 167 73 6 18.0

5 442
i

4 1
; 26 3 163 6 8 1 331

6 439

,

13,0 40.8
4

162 57,3 25.9

45,4 (34 6 14 6

,
171 Q7 7 1 2

407 41S 25 6 163 94 5 3 1

446 M) .t% .1) .0 , 1b9
1

.j8.,:: ,) tt

lo 1 .3F,f, 63.8 27 3 1 1/2 99 4 0 0

12 I 422

r=7 9 4 90 2

30 6 26 3

13

'4

I 451

; 4.39

40 9

171

56 5 169

93 6

50 3

o o

2 3

165 18.8 so 5

Items
lrn abreast wita on going Curnii:u1um proiect: anti related development:, 1r: my te3cring

field
regular ly read our ne% and otner L-,ublicat Ions ccncerned ith science teacr.ing, 3cIentifIc

developments, and science related issues
E. an eff.rt to contact vofeFslonaiF. 3nd orgr1zation:7 nocal, ratt..:r 'nterrat',:fial in

my. field to provide enr ichment to my !moult)
: td my cTiw ledge and understanding of student: and thew environment thr u (oritant
viitnor and contactc, wFth individual,3 and t'ir ganilat ions in ttie comnii.mity
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1:Cont. T1) le 8)

Within the past three years, I have submitted at least one article or other manuscript r tatee

to science teaching for puolicanon in a professional jaurnai ar otner publications
( Within the past three years, I have participated in educational pr elects ( curriculum

research sturty. development ot innovative curr icuium materials, etc. )
7 I always strive to give my best when kraal and prepare for my science class
:3 am proud of being 3 science teacher

in7,108 and outside teaching activities, a teacner must always demonstrate and give outhentIc
witnessing to love for cm laren , human being and education

10 I know how to estabhsh cooperation and mamtam harmonious relationsnips with otners in the
F.,chool and in me commumty

1 1 Inquisitiveness, open-mindedness, generosity, and a we 1 rected :lene of aggressweness
are necessary traits at a science teacher

12 Leader:Alp is an mvaluable quality of a science teacher
nave developed instructional mater is .E.,;ted to stuoem nv eyel, anti r e an:

laSsroom ubiecti'ves
: 4 nave developed microcomputer eased s.c.:ence lessons tor m y C,ass

North Ceram
- / Awe asiveloped /ThitTOCOMplitel AlSed5da7Ce /*MOM kr my claw (dem 14
56! 911; Mr165),

- WAY* aep&s1 e Apes, Maw submiArd at /ma one article or Ow
17747/WV /WOW it7 XiirOCIP AWN* pitheaAvn M a proftwatnal /Ow*
a- other Atka:V/0m (lem 5 111% N453)

- Witt* ON past free yeaw, /hay e palkOated eaveknal pro/ects
(ariC11677, ware, au* dewicpment oil noire arrialiUm materdS. ek)
(item 6: 259% Na170)

hsgufrty read /alma* anc/ oth AvAMcatiais concerned oil, sctiswa?
hvachiig scientec deveigoments and ma'am, re/ated issues Om 2 221%
Ns:PM

/ mate on etrat to contactirdes9io7a0 and aganfirahOns (local mita*
44temaaam/i M my &Id to pppidt efnehment on my teschMg (lIen? J. 211%
Atir171)

Interaction with professional people (item 31 participating in

educational projects (item 6), and developing computer based science lessons

(item 14) are identified as needs by both samples. In addition, need for

interaction with the local communities (item 41 and developing instructional
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materials (item 13) are identified by Japanese samples. On the other hand,

need for reading professional publications (item 2) and writing professional

papers (item 5) are identified by the sample in North Carolina.

Similarities and differences in self-reported teacher autonomy are

summarized in Table 9. The items identified in both samples, which are

considered as similarities, are listed in the middle box. The items identified

only in Japan, which are considered as uniqueness of Japanese teachers, are

listed in the left box. The items identified only in North Carolina, which are

considered as uniquenesses of teachers in North Carolina, are listed in right

box.
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Table .? umm3ry i sirn1l3ritteS 3nd differences
Autonomy for acouiring the KnQwledge and skills

eguent teacr.err: tehav

Japan Similarities North Carohna

,*Peading ,iournals *Doing the best ( item 7) i*Leadersnip item
item I 1 *Luve for children ( item '12)

9)
*Collaboration ( item 10)
*1 nclu 1 :it 1venes5 f. item

1 1 )

`2,'2,nt

North Carolina

i*Collaborat1on c item I i))
'*Doing Den ( item 7 )
*Inquisitiveness t item
I 1

*Love for children ( item
9)
*Paying the attention to
on-going curriculum
(Item 1)

( 1;1) Ntleos

Japan

i*Interaction with
!chilaren item 4)
'Developing
Instructional
materals t item

)

51mflaritier:i North Carolina

Hnteraction with Protea-
!tem 3)

*participating
educe iuncil or o)ecl lem
6 )

*Developing compur
ba5ed class ( item 14)

,.(eading yournal
(item 2)
*!;ubmitting protes-
sional paper ( item 5) I
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The self reported objectives

The following items are identified as frequent teachers behavior in

Japan and North Carolina, through the observation of Table 10,

"pap
- I encomige oVehlr7 fo 1149 more of and respond a, a postive mannerto twiny
dild OfthrkgSS If? /*Air envionment (,lam MAW scar 31.10 , N4.449/

- I encourage darter, to =pre ge &if* to obserso &vs and emits in
MAW' to pfftWit49 and itkffl)) then, (ifem la MOM sore ICS, M=480

- I domes aikw ~en to sense andlOrmulate the eAistence of Aroblem /dem 2
MOW Walt 304 Nze4SO.

/ Marys sive clutter, ge +Awe to be int* e d by otreca and events in
laWher enmivnment a d be arAsva about lisfser sutrounckgs (item t mein

N-10)

- I &maw, clmidwy, to show mitbspess to eApose gei- tentaAVw /*as ar,d
eAptnatens to egos a inrconsdr ger tlWiray m 10 of ge arta at hand
(item 5 mew were 284 4410.

North Carolina
I encotrage (Mien to acyrEe the ablifty to obsenir gilgs and events in (ro6r

to perceive aimi icisraijif gem gem la mew pare 442 Na179

- I .17C00710. oWen to be aPsw i? of and respondin a positive manner to beauty
and ergerEatOn II, &Wier environment (item .2 mean awe 429 4ff1791

/ IØWJS9b °Wen Ale affilfiCe to be alk,sriedby Clovis and owls l/7
Nsiher enkrafimenuitem t /1708/7 Sare 421 44,181,1

efiCairage olUid-en to show "veto to eApose ái tenta1ve Acleas and
eApfanations f0 othow and reconsider ger gMting in 10 d data at hand ( item
5, mean =re 418 N-181/

I afow chliten to have a mita/ and wesAioning atAlude towel unsuppoled
infennces and how/less (item 6, MAW scar 4 14 N1781.



T3ole 10
Mean frecuency 8:core and mean value ssore on eacr, Item

4) Objectves

I Items JAPAN NORTH CAROLINA
r

,

EXPERIENCE (N) VALUE (N) EXPERIENCE (N) I VALUE (N)

1 , 2 93 4139) 3 is (466) 4 23 (161) 2 80 (160)
1

,

(490) 1 3.59 (466) 3.82 (179) 2.70 (174)
._ .

T

,

1

3 3.10 (489) 3.61 (467) 4.28 (179) 2.75 (179)

2 61 (4t39) 3 11 (465) 3.94 k 180) 2.66 t 180)

: 5 2 83 (490) 3 35 (465) 418 (tA1) , - ,r2 (10o)
i. s

- ..+F 1,-;871 ,.. ..,,, 6455) 4 14 (178) 2 64 I 17E )4 4% 1 A. 14
1

I
.

y 2.0 (489) 1 2,92 1463) 3.74 t 176) '.: 53 c ;13)

8 2.36 l'48b) 2.96 (4b0) 4.04 (176) 2.66 .174)

9 1 54 (485) 2 20 (459) 3 40 (173) 2 34 (17-11

L1°

3 09 '.4*56) 3.56 (465) 442 176) 2 81

I I -,F,0 (489) 1 7 if, (465) 7 0 (177) 2 F4 i 1761 '

13

14

2.35 (488)

725 i489)

2 66 (489)

T

1

71 ( 4t1b) ,

16 2.15 (487)

2,5v (489)

18 '2 38 (488)

3,07 (465)

2 96 (466)

4

3 28 (465)

,AC

2,81 (464)

7 71

;463)

465)

3,58 (178) :48 t 177)

3 67 (178)

3, 11 (177)

3.12 (177)

4.06 (179) i 2.67 (178)

3 02 M77)

2 56 175)

2 47 (174)

76i

4 (176)

3 07 (463) 3 58 (179) 2 54 :174)

NQtt JAPAN 4 - Very often. 1 Never in experience $cale
4 - Most impvtant. Least important in value 5c.aie

N C. 5 very often. 1- Never in experience scale
Hien ialUe. - w value in 'awe 5cale

53
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tCont. Table

Itemi
always gwe children the chance to be intrigued by obiects anci events in his/her

environment.
I always allow children to sense and formulate the existence cf a problem

i encourage children to be aware of and respond in a positive manner to Peauty arc

organization in his/her enviranment.
4 I allow children to use rational and creative thmk mg aoilities when attempting to explain

discrepant events, and point out contradictions among mem ingly unrelated phenomena.

encourage children to show willingness to expose their tentative ideas ana explanations to

others and reconsider their thinking in light of data at nand.

1 allow children to have a critical and questioning attitude toware unsuoported inferences arc

hypotheses Belief in cause and effect )

encourage cm Wren to always test nypothesn in a rational manner

allow children to appreciate the inter-relatedness of science, tecnnology, aria society,

9. I encourage children to recognize the limitations of scientific modes of inouiry. and tneir

awareness for need of different approaches es affected Dv economic, psychological . or

religious factors in any proposed solutions.

10. 1 encourage children to acquire the ability to observe tnings and events in orctr to perceive

and identify them.
1 1, I encourage children to ecquire the abihty to sort out for classification arl formulate

tentative inferences and hypotheses to identify and explain natural phenc nena.

1 2, I encourage children to acquire the ability to recall the proper experiences and generate

relevant data to verify tentative if-then statements and suggest procedures for testing it

experimentally
; 3. 1 encourage children to acquire the aOility to gather faescriptive and c,uant;tative 7..formation

needed for developing or testing hypotheses

1 4 I allow children to have plenty of chance to design andconstruct let:oratory experiments and

apparatus, in order to Main data. verify hypotheses. ano select suitable materials,

equipment, etc ..
15. I encourage children to identify the variables tnat materially influence given invructions In

a system and formulate the critical model for explanation.

6 1 encourage children to demonstrate knowledge of facts. conventions, sequences

classifications, criteria, and draw on the know leage C. concepts. laws and pr 'nolo les ir use

m classroom and in their environment.

1 7 1 encourage children to apply generalizations to specifoo cases and to ievelop T.;,+rter

TveStigations M tAily life technology and society.

encourace children to communicate scientific Informat:cn anc firrnrCS to cmer :7 lv 3n0

in writing, by means of describing the purpose of stud', process of inquiry, conclusions,

applications, etc. in words that facilitate understanding in his/ner re.acer s or listeners

Developing curiosity (item 1) and appreciation for nature (item 3),

observation skills (item 10) and empirical explanations skills (item 5 ) are

identified in both samples. In addition, sensing and formulating the
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existence of problems (item 2) are identified as teachers frequent behaviors

by the Japanese samples. On the other hand, critical and questioning

attitude toward unsupported inferences (item 6) are identified as frequent

behaviors by samples in North Carolina.

The following items are identified as confidences by samples in Japan

and in North Carolina, as shown in Table 11.

Ivan
- I ammo Mete" 49 alMtee ø# selity 10 GOMM &VS en 1 events * miff
to perm* and irafe7ti6e MOM Oft 10, 6q2n. A44652

/ &treys alow ctatta7 lb MAW and lainehilte w exf;setence of a Arriblem /item
4Z MO 41457

/ encamp ("Wen to be awe of and /*ewe * a "WOO memoir to beeuy
and avail:Oen * liofter eamionmert (,ikeen 8 4704%, N-4167,2

- alwejo Ore dertem draws to be ioisfred by dyed's and events * lieeeer
envimment (aim 1, 74" Nigdat

wawa,' dattrin to show walisnew to wale t tentative eOkts end
exolanatons to afiers andr econsider SW tt m 4911 of oltte at /land (dem
5, 64 1%, Na455/

Al** Crams
- / aitays p derten chance to be *ripely d by atiects we/ eivnis in bleier
envionment (ftem 1, WOO* Nrs180).

- / encamp chilten to be 0027,0 of and regard in a poMike manner to besuOi
and miremiation in &O'er envionment (item 8 90 4%. Nm178I

/ encoirage ~en to acquie the abeYty to alarm things and events en adz,"
to permit, and idew7*, Mem (dem to, .98.9%, Awsi

ewe/crap &Atm to show ktrftreess to avast? Mei tentative ideas and
igagnattells to others and reconsvisr flew' thrztmg m iset at date et nee (item
5, 9721C, A1.4801.
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always &Vow OtfAt6,7 IQ sense and Icrmagte Oe *mew* el problem fiftem
2 971%, N=1741

Developing curiosity (item 1) and appreciation for nature (item 3).

observation skills (item 10). empirical explanations skills (item 5) and

sensing and formulating the existence of problems (item 2) are identified in

both samples.

The following items are identified as needs by teachers in Japan and

North Carolina, through the observation of Table 11.

Japan
- 1 encoiraw dukter; to ataxia the aAt* to mar eta prom" ever/owes and
goners& IsAmwt a& to vat* &Mg* /Men Ailments arid sugpst
pvadres frii" testing it 019071170/711141 (Om 12 49 7%, /WA%

/ mamma ddetff7 to 0071119 the ateRy to other destiOtioe and quan&teife
Animation needed fr dewt p*? a" tesfing hypoOteses (Mom 13, 477%,
N=041.

- / encotrage chiden to commereate scirnar ififtrma§on eve I *Ickgs to
afters. wetly & x Ai wrt#7g by means o f desat*lg mepcipw of stm*, gvatss
amtpoy. aWCIUS0/74 4OC100/7S etc ,e7 ovals that faaftto unoarstancing in
hislmr /motets or &Whets (item 111, 47. 4%, 4h,463A

North Calvin.
/ allow chitten to have pienOf of ttatTces to deSVII andconstruct laboratay

evenments a d4qw vItis, azfr to °At* alas, kr* hvorie ses. tvi select
silo* mater/Ws eotoiri 74 etc Om 14 22 7%, N-174I

encom-aos criileten to orden0 the venafVes that matenally olluence wen
1.1167h/a017 in a system and fa-mu/ate the ctit mode/ la" e4ianata7 (item 15,
165% N-1719.

I 07C01.110 cIYidei7 to communicate sCientilk 171077707017 and &oho to
°them amtly and M wv, by MAWS of debrettizg the "rpm. o f slut* p.oceas
of inquiy collekSir7S, appkaiGVIS. etc II ovrds Mat lac/Rate understaming in
&a/her reaafors cr &tenet's (dem Id 715% 41=174)
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PercentNes QI tpacners whq oercelvea "5tc_engtr,- ana "NfT(1.S"

OD itoCt1ve5

1 items JAPAN NORTH CAROUNA

:TRENOTH i NEEDS , **1 I,STPENtir7 ;

i
NEEDS

1 465 74.41 24 .9 1 1b0 100.0 0.0

446 1

-1

79,4 19.8 174 97.1 2.9

3 446 ! 77 0 21 1 i 17f3 99 4 0 6

465 A- 0
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t n 46S I 80 7 17
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1

q3 7

,
17 4tA 5011 42,5 :7b 90.9 , 5.1

39 1 1 43.4 174 53
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Corit Table H

Items
I always give children the chance to be intrigued by objects and events In his/her
environment.

2. 1 always allow children to sense and formulate the existence of a problem.
3. I encourage children to be aware of ano respond in a positive manner to beauty and

organization in his/her environment.
4. I allow children to use rational am creative thinking abilities when attempting to exp lam

discrepant events, and point out contradictions among seemingly unrelated phenomena.
5 I encourage children to show willingness to expose their tentative ideas and eyblanations to

others and reconsider their thinking in light of data at hand.
6. allow children to have a critical and questioning attitude toward unsupported inferences and

hypotheSes ( Belief in cause and effect ).
encourage children to always test hypotheses in a rational manner .

i alluw Lr: ldren to appreciate the inter-relatedness of scienoe, tecnnology soLiir!:
.74 I encourage children to recognize me limitations of scientthc modes of inouiry, ano their

ewdreness for need of different approaches as affeuted by euonom i, c;tychological , or
religious factors in any propose° solutions.

7 0. encourage oh ildren to acquire the abihty to observe things a!ld everth Iii or-oer to oe!
and identify them,

1 1. I encaureqe children to &vire the ability to sort out for clasbification and for ir,olate
tentative inferences and hypotheses th identify and explam natural phenomena

12 encoor atv ohildr.en tu acquire the ability to recall the proper experiences and oener.ate
relevant data to verify tentative if-then statements anci suggest proceoures for testing it
experimentally.

7 3. I encourage children to acquire the ability to gather descriptive and quantitative information
needed fur developing or testing hypotheses.

4. allow children to have plenty of chance to design and construct laboratory experiments ana
apparatus, in order to obtam data, verify hypoiiieses, and select suitable meter leis,
equipment, etc...

5 I enouur aje children to identify the var iables that materially influence given instrctions in
a system and formulate the critical model for explanation.

16, 1 encourags children to demonstrate knowledge of facts, conventions, sequences
classifications, criteria, and draw on the knowledge of concepts, laws and principles tor use
in Llassroorn and in their environment.

7. encourage children to apply wneral izat ions tn specific cases and to oeveloo tor ther
investigations in daily life technology and society.
encourage children to communicate scientific information and f minds to others, orally and

wr iting, 'Li means uf descr ibing the purpose uf study, process cf inquiry, :.cnclusiorr--,
applications, etc. in words that facilitate understanding in his/her readers or listeners,

Commonly identified teachers need in both samples Is only

developing communication skills I item 18) Inquiry skills related to

planning and implementing an investigation I item 1 2 and a science process
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skills related to gathering data and information (item 13) are identified as

teachers needs by Japanese sample. Designing experiment (item 14) and

identifying variables (item 15) are identified as teachers needs among

objectives by North Carolina samples.

Similarities and differences in self reported teaching objectives are

summarized in Table 12. In Table 12, the items identified in both samples,

which are considered as similarities, are listed in the middle box. The items

identified in Japanese sampleL which are considered as uniqueness of

Japanese teachers, are listed in the left box. The items identified in North

Carolina samples, which are considered as uniquenesses of teachers in North

Carolina, are listed in right box.

Tabie L `,--,:irrrnar'.' f 51roilarTies 3noDifference

Oblectlyn
rer' rier,av1,:w

japan Sirniiantlee Nortn Car0)

r 6ensing & formulating
Ithe existence of problem

*Curmsity item 1)
appreciation for nature
( Item 3 ';

* Observation ( item 10)
EAplanaiton ( item 5)

*Critical tronk mg
(111eStiCin-

.ng attit.ze ;!.,em
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iCont. Table 12)

) Cont mence

Japan North Caro I ina

-Cunosity ( item 1 )
appreciation for nature
(item 3)

* Observation (item 10)
* Explanaiton ( item 5)
* Sensing & formulating
..he existence of problem
. item 2)

(1 ) Needs

japan Similar ties North Carolina

Gatnerino oata
information item 13)1
*Awry 4. ills ( item
12)

*Communication
' 'tern 1 )

*Designino experi-
mentation ( item 1 4 )

*identifying var
( item 15)

The Self-reported Teaching Methods gnd Strategies

The following items are identified as .:requent teachers behavior by

samples in Japan and in North Carolina through the observation of Table 13.

Ivan
/ (Ake various teadkng faciges such as lattcnitay classroom anal school

"mods 17 my dass (item 2, mew scare 3.3Z N-4g)).

/ utitze mous &ching strategies such as probifsm saiifig case stuaves and
demonstWohs m my doss (Ilem 1, meal scare 2 .94 Naz489,1
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15) Tocning metnoas ano 5tratNies

items JAPAN* NORTH CAROL INA*

EXPERIENCE (N) VALUE T4) I EXPERIENCE (N) VALUE (N)

2 96 t489) 3 37 t4b0) 4 34 MN) 2 81 17t))

3 37 (490) 3 44 (460) 4 09 (179) 2.77 (176)

."5 '488' :45CP ,Z 7' - :1751

2 57 1490) 3 12 (458) 4 27 1'180) 2 74 '1781

1 19 (490) 2 57 (456) 2.84 77) 2.4. 174)

t 485) 3.uu t4b I ) 3,90 .:.b7 ;1743

* JAPAN 4 Very often. I - Never in experience scale
4 Most imocrtant, Least important in value scaie

w N C 5 - Very often. 1- Never in ekperience scale
3 - Nigh value, I - Lw value In value scale

Items
;.1 ice .var ious teacning strategies sucn as case studies, !,,nd cemonstrati

. lize various teacning taci hues suon as ;aooratorv, c'.assroom, and scncoi gr.-duals in my
c.,ass

; utilize Yarlous facilities availab!e m trie community sucn as science center s, ;Tiuseums. arid
natural areas In my class
; maKe use or audiovisual devices and materials for teacnirg.
mave use of a computer to teach selected science topics

var ious kinds ot evaluation instruments to measure cc'cniuve, process :A ills, ano

att,tudes

Norm Candirta
/ ut*za venous leadwng srateges such as Inquiry case sludm, and

demons/Palm /7 my claw ahom 1, mew scare 454 /WITS

/ mate use of vaials kis* daucfowsvaf akwes and materials tar teaclung
(item 4 mew axre 427 N=1110)
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Utilizing various teaching strategies t item 1 ) is identified as frequent

teachers behavior by the samples in Japan and in North Carolina. In

addition, using the school facilities (item 2) is identified as teachers frequent

behavior by the sample in Japan. On the other hand, using audiovisual

equipment (item 4) is identified as frequent teachers' behavior by the

sample in North Carolina.

The following items are identified as teachers' areas of confidences by

the sample in each country through the observation of Table 14.

lepter
mate or of swims kicilities such es Id;frratay (*stream, aid sf^troof

gym* kr my class (ftem 2, 895X. Ns.460)

/ ukfze virOus teadring strategists such as inwiy arse stuakw, and
cOmenstrafron in my class m 1, 702%, N=459./

tia-th Caroline
mate use of audosTive/ (*Kees and materials kr teach/iv (item 4 .90SX
4767

OW swims teachlig strategies such as /may case Nudes. aid
alma/1020w 117 my class ptem 972X, N-17S,

Utilizing various I:inds of teaching strategies (item 1) is identified as

teachers' confidence in both samples. In addition, using the school facilities

(item 2) is identified as teachers' confidence by the sample in Japan. On the

other hand, using audiovisual equipment (item 4) is identified as teachers

confidence by the sample in North Carolina.



Table 14
Percentage f te3cnerF., wno oercelveci 5trengt0"

(5) 1-3Cri'n( rnetr,,,xis 3no strgegy 11)

[items JAPAN NORM CAROLINA

fi
2

7

1

4 1S1RENGTH i NEEDS i
tit

459

atm

456 'Ne '7

STRENGTH NEEDS

70.2 I
. 24.6 176 97.2 1.1

89.6

i

8.0 176 96.0 2,8 I

1

458 '

456

1 ( 4.

6 I 457

I 1

68.5
1

69 4 !74 p 9

43.0 i 178 98 3 0 6

52 4 174 61 0 29 8

11.6 174 94.3 4 6
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Items
1. I utilize various teaching strategies such as inquiry, case studies. and Cemonstrations in my

;lass.
2 uthe vat' lous 'se:tcnIng i Ives such as, laaoratory, classroom , anti schco1grounas n my

3. utilize various facilities availaole in thecommunitysuch as science centers, museuTis. and
^,atunai areas in my ',:!ass

mare use UT aualavIsua Tv Ices anci inater,11s fen t.eaching
, make use of a computer ,0 tea0n selected science topics

use various KIN'S of evaluation instruments to measure cognitive, process skins, and

The following items are identified as teachers needs in each sample

through the observation of Table 14.

/ u ews &cites evadable in the cmmunizy Rich as Saiefler mate's,
museums an / mistral &MS #7 disc (item .7, 04%, N-458/

/ mate use el a computer to teach selected sairce topics (item 5 524%
N=456).
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Narth Carrans
1 mate use f a =molder to teach "leaf? d sciance, Arks Oma an,

Niff1767

ifixbr views *amps awAtele in the comma* suchas Rience Afflitir$,
museums and NW-al alms 17 chss (11m 149* Alm174, .

Using a computer titem 5) and using the facilities outside of schools (item

31 are identified as teachers needs by both samples.

Similarities and differences in sell reported teaching methods and

strategies are summarized in Table 15. In Table 15, the items identified in

both samples, which are considered as similarities, are listed in the middle

box. The items identified by the Japanese sample, which are considered as

uniqueness of Japanese teachers, are listed in the left box. The items

identified by the North Carolina sample, which are considered as uniqueness

of teachers in North Carolina, are listed in right box.



Tabie i 5 5tArnriary of simi dIfferences

Te3cnIng mnoas 3na F.r.rregies

,i) Frequent teachers' berr3vlor

Japan Sirrnlarltie5. North Carolina

*Using facilities in *Various teacmng *Using aualovisual
; school ( item 2) strategies (item 1) I equipment item 4

;f1derce

Japan 5;iv..;1ant;e5 \10r.,:ri Car31ia

-Us7ngfacinties in *Varicds teaching ; "'Using audicviso!
,scrmi C ite-7 2) strregies item 1 eollipmert Item 4

(111) Needs

Japan Simflarines Nortn Carolina

*Using the facilities
in b.ne'r commun!!y
( item 3)
.tus;ng computer
( 'tern 7)
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Major findings

The analysis of elementary science teachers self-reported activities

resulted in identifying the following similarities and differences in Japan and

North Carolina.

1. Academic background

Similarities
Possessing the knowledge in psychology and Mathematics is perceived
as a strong background by elementary science teachers in Japan and
North Carolina.

Possessing the knowledge in Psychology is rerceived as aconfident
area of background by elementary science teachers.

Differences
Possessing a strong background in science education rather than
science content is perceived as one of the frequent behaviors by the
sample in Japan. On the other hand, possessing the strong background
is perceived as one of the frequent behaviors by the sample in North
Carolina.

Japanese elementary teachers feel confident in the mathematics skills
and knowledge in science education. On the other hand K-6 teachers
in North Carolina feel confident in terms of professional knowledge
such as pedagogy and curriculum development.

In Japan. the items related to general knowledge and pedagogical
knowledge are perceived as needs. On the other hand. science
knowledge is perceived as needs by elementary teachers in North
Carolina.

2. Teachers Opportunities for Training

Similarities
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Updating knowledge in one's speciality area and attending meetings
on science teaching are perceived as frequent teachers behaviors by
elementary teachers both in Japan and North Carolina.

Updating specialized knowledge is perceived as a confidence by
elementary teachers in both samples.

Updating the knowledge about laboratory skills is perceived as a need
by elementary teachers in both samples.

Differences
Updating knowledge on developing curriculum materials and
laboratory technique are perceived frequent teachers behavior in
Japan. On the other hand, updating knowledge of evaluatica methods
and instructional methods are perceived as frequent teachers
behaviors.

Updating the knowledge in evaluation techniques and instructional
methods are perceived as teachers confidences by the sample in
North Carolina, Attending the professional meetings and updating the
knowledge in development of curriculum material are identified as
teachers confidences.

Needs for updating the knowledge on evaluation techniques and
updating the knowledge of instructional methods are perceived by the
sample in Japan. On the other hand, needs for participating graduate
courses and short term inservice training are perceived as teachers
needs by samples in North Carolina.

3. Teachers: Autonomy for Acduiring the Knowledge and Skills in
Teaching

Similarities
Doing the best, love for children, developing a cooperative
relationship, and positive attitude are perceived as frequent
teachers' behaviors by both samples.
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Collaboration . "Doing best . Positive attitude in daily life". Love for
children". and "paying attention to on-going curriculum projects are
perceived as teachers confidences by elementary teachers in Japan
and North Carolina.

interaction with professional people, participating with educational
projects, and developing computer based science lessons are perceived
as needs by both samples.

Differences
Taking leadership is perceived as frequent teachers behavior by the
sample in North Carolina. On the other hand, regular reading of
professional journals or other publications is perceived as frequent
teachers behavior by Japanese teachers.

Needs for interaction with the local communities and developing the
instructional materials are perceived by the Japanese samples. On the
other hand. needs for reading professional publications and and
writing professional papers are perceived by the sample in North
Carolina.

4. Teaching Objectives

Similarities
Developing curiosity and appreciation for nature, observation skills
and empirical explanations skills ar e. perceived in both samples.

Developing curiosity and appreciation for nature, observation skills.
empirical explanations skills and sensing and formulating the
existence of problems are perceived as teachers confidences in both
samples.

Commonly perceived as teachers' need in both samples is developing
cominunication skills.

Differences
Sensing and formulating the existence of problems is perceived as
teachers frequent behavior by the Japanese sample. On the other
hand, critical and questioning attitudes toward unsupported
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inferences is perceived as frequent teachers behavior by the sample
in North Carolina.

Inquiry skins related to planning and implementing an investigation
and science process skills related to gathering data and information
are perceived as teachers needs by the Japanese sample. Designing
experiments and identifying variables are perceived as teachers
needs among objectives by the sample in North Carolina.

5. Science Teaching Methods

Similarities
Utilizing various teaching strategies is perceived as frequent teachers
behavior by the samples in Japan and in North Carolina.

Utilizing various kinds of teaching strategies is perceived as teachers
confidence in both samples.

Using computer and using the facilities outside of schools are
perceived as teachers" needs by both samples.

Differences
Using the :chool facilities is perceived as teachers :requent behavior
by the sample in Japan. On the other hand. using audiovisual
equipment is perceived as frequent teachers behavior by the sample
in North Carolina.

Using the school facilities is perceived as a teachers area of confidence
by the sample in Japan. On the other hand. using audiovisual
equipment is perceived as teachers confidence by the sample in North
Carolina.
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Afteussio* Cilserthms

This chapter includes:

a) A Discussion of Research Questions

b) Limitation of This Study

c) Conclusion Based on the Results

A Discussion of Research Questions

Research Question 1. What are the identifiable differences, if any, in the
self-reborted acaaemic backgrounds of elementary science teachers
Japan ana North Carolina':'

This study revealed that elementary teachers in both samples

perceived that they have weak backgrounds in science content. This study

also revealed that Japanese teachers perceived confidence in science

education rather than broader perspectives of education. Japanese

elementary teachers perceived the need for having the broader perspectives

such as knowledge and skills on curriculum development, and non-science

disciplines. Yoshida (1990) indicated that there is a lack of professors

teaching pedagogy such as curriculum theories in non-teacher training

institutions in Japan. Teachers in North Carolina are confident in curriculum

development and the broader perspectives of education. Japanese faculties,

lead teachers, and administrators should look for effective ways to make

teachers confident in pedagogical knowledge.
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With regard to science education courses, this study revealed that

American teachers pe:ceived a need for science education courses.

According to the survey of American teachers in the United States -Japan

Cooperative project. 97% of preservice institutions IN-185) are offering less

than 5 semester hours of science education courses to prospective

elementary teachers +Coble, C. R., Mattheis, F. E., & Spooner, WE., 1990.)

On the other hand, Japanese elementary teachers perceived that they

are confident in the area of science education. Though this study revealed

that Japanese elementary teachers are confident in their science education

background other than their science content background, it was reported by

Nakayama (1990) that, even in elementary preservice programs, there is

more attention to academic science courses 3nd less attention to integrating

science courses into education. There seems to be need for developing and

offering enough science education courses which integrate science and

educauon.

Research Question 2. 'Ai na t are r.ne ident i3Die differencs, If any, In tne
seif-reported teacners ;nservice education opoortunities of elementary
sc;ence teacners ;n,Apan and Nortn Carohna';'

This study revealed that teachers in both samples perceived they are

frequently updating their specialized knowledge. It should be noted that

this does not always mean they are updating their knowledge in science
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content. In the questionnaire, it was written TR filth the past three .rears I

have updated my knowledge in azyspeciallzed area: However, other items

in this survey refer to inservice programs related to science teaching.

According to data from the self-report type questionnaire, American

teachers are more likely to attend aceemic courses to update knowledge

than Japanese teachers are. This difference might be attributed to the

availability of graduate schools to teachers. In North Carolina, there are

many night-time graduate programs. On the ocirn hand, though each

Japanese graduate school allows teachers to come and study as full-time

students, only three universities are providing graduate courses t Hyogo

kyouiku University, Naruto Kyouiku University, and Joetsu Kyouiku

Univeysity) for c:assroora teachers.

Research Question 3. Nnat clffereceE,
e1f-reputecl teaClers autonomy for acquir7ng te 'r'.rowiedge a';c!

s:eaning of elementary sclence teachers n japan a% North Carol!n,a?

In terms of implementation and confidence, behavior of teachers in

both samples are similar, exccpt Japanese teachers are likely to read journals

and American teachers tcrid to place heavier emphasis on leadership than

Japanese teachers.

When needs are examined, there are different tendencies of teachers in

each area. Japanese teachers perceived a need on the items related to

understanding the children through their teaching activities in classrooms
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such as item 4 t understanding of clzildren tbru r7Sdatioti) and item 13

( developthe InstructionalMaterialst American teachers perceived neeeg on

ie items related to professional work such as item 2 treading journals1 and

item 5 ( submitting professional pipers I,

Research Question 4. What are the iaentifiadie aifference. f any, In the
teachers self-reported teaching objectives for their science lessons in
,.;aban an0 Nortn Caro1ina

With regard to frequency and confidence, it was revealed that

teachers in both samples are likely to set up objectives focusing on the

beginning and end of their hands on activities. This tendency becomes more

obvious when teachers perceived needs are observed in Table 12, Teachers

both in Japan and in North Carolina perceive the need for objectives related

to the process skills in the next situation to discovering the problem. such as

gathering data. inductive thinking, designing the experimentation, and

identifying variables. Teachers pay attention to what to solve , and they

perceive the need for paying more attention to "how to solve the problems.

in terms of this tendency of teachers, Japan and the United States share a

lot in common, and there seem to be no real differences. Teachers in both

countries tend to focus on how to get students involved in classroom

activities. On the other hand, teachers in both countries struggle to involve

students into the process of scientific inquiry.

Resedrch Question 5. What 3re the !cle',ab!e 3rly, 4:ne

self-reported science teacr,ing method5 el,?.m.e.ntary ':.?achers

Jadan and North C3ro!Ina

64
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In terms of teaching methods and strategies. teachers in both samples

have similar tendencies, although Table 15 indicates one difference in the

frequency of teachers behavior and confidence. In North Carolina, 94.3% of

teachers (N-176) perceived a confidence in utilizing school facilities, and this

was rani i third highest among six items under the category of teaching

methods. In Japan. 47.2 % of teachers IN-458) perceived confidence in

utilizing audiovisual equipment, and it was also ranked third among six

items under the category of teaching methods and strategies. In terms of

objectives and teaching methods, di astic differences between the two

samples of teachers were not seen in this study.

Limitation of this study

This study is based on the self-reports of teachers perception of their

academic backgrounds and teaching activities. This method of measurement

does n't always provide the exact information of the actual status of teacher

education systems and teachers classroom activities in Japan and North

Carolina.

There are some wording problems in the 7,uestionnaires, because this

questionnaire was developed by non-native E4: h speakers.
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Conclusion based on the results

In terms of the teachers perceptions of classroom practices such as

the objectives and teaching methods they use, American and Japanese

teachers are not very different. Both of them perceived frequent use of the

objectives which involves finding the problem. According to the data of

teachers perception, it is assumet that they do not, but would like to use the

objectives concerning the methods of the inquiry process. With regard to

their teaching methods and strategies, teachers in both samples use varied

teaching strategies and equipment in their schools. Teachers in Japan and

North Carolina perceived needs for utilizing facilities outside of schools and

for using computers in the classroom.

In terms of the education which they have received, some differences

were found in this study. First, elementary teachers in North Carolina are

more confident in having a broader view of education in comparizon to

Japanese elementary teachers. Finally, teachers in North Carolina perceived

the needs for academic and professional activities as contrasted with

Japanese teachers who perceived the needs for activities closely related to

their class and classroom environment.
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A. OBJECTIVES

PRE- AND 1N-SERVICE INNS MORAN OF SCIENCE TEACHERS
Draft Questionnaire
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1. I always give a child the chance to be intrigued

i I 11 11 11 3by objects and events in his environment and be
curious about his surroundings.

2.Ialways allow children to sense and formulateliiIIIIIIIthe existence of a problem.

3. I encourage children to be aware of and respondIIIIIIIIII
in a positive manner to beauty and orderliness
in his environment.

4. I encourage children to be free from bias, i I 3 II 11 IIIprejudice and superstitions. and to acquire
other values such as open-mintiedness. critical-
mindedness, and intellectual honesty.

5.1allow children to use habitually, rational and! li 11 II IIIcreative thinking abilities when attempting tc
explain discrepant events, and point out
contradictions among seemingly unrelated
phenomena.

6.Irncourage children to show willingness toI II II II I 3 1expose their tentative ideas and explanstions to
others and reconsider their thinking in light of
the data at hand.

7. I allow pupils to acquire critical and question- I II 11 II 111ing attitude toward unsupported inferences and
hypotheses. {Belief In cause and effect.)

8. I encourage pupils to arquire willingness tol II II 11 111change beliefs when evidence Is found.
tObjectIvity)

V. I encourage pupils to always teat hYrothesis In I I 3 3 3 31 )1 Ia rational manner.
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recall the proper experiences And generate re-
levant data to verify tentative it-then qtate-
sent and suggest procedure for testing lt rape-
timentally.
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10. I allow pupils to appreciate the
1 11 11 11interrelatedness of si lenee, technology,

and society.

11. I encourage pupils to recognize the limitations! 11 11 11
of scientific Roden of inquiry, and their
awareness for need of different approaches as
affected by economic, psychological, or
religious factors In any proposed solutions.

12. 1 encourage pupils to acqoire the ability to
observe things and vents in order to perceive
and identify them.

13. I encourage pupils to acqeire the ability to
recall previous xperienceo snd knowledge and
to be able to compare facts and memory images.

14. I encourage pupils to acquire the ability to
sort out for classification and formulate ten-
tative inferences and hypothesla to identify
and explain natural phenomena.

1 1 I 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 It 1 1

1 1 1 11 1 1
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16.1encourage pupils to Acquire the ability to! 11 it
gather descriptive and quantitative Information
needed for developing or testing hypothesis.

1/. I encourage pupils to acquire the ability to
choose variables in the system which SVCM most I I 1 Ii 1 1

relevant to thr problems.
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18. I encourage pupils to have plenty of chance to i I I I I II
design and construct laboratory experiments and
apparatus to obtain data to verify hYPotheale.
and select uitable materials, equipeent. etc..

19. I encourage pupils to handle apparatus 1r/611(1111111
I

skillful manner according to prescribed safety
rules through controlling and manipulating
identified variable..

2o1rncoursge pupils to record observations ( II I II III
accurately. and organise data, tabulate measures
in precise quantities and use precise language
In recording experimental results.

ZI.tencourage pupils to Identity thr varlahles I II II II III
that materially influence given interactions In
a syste and formulate the critical model tor
explanation.

22.1encourage pupils to demonstrNtt klowledge of I II 1111 111 111111facts, conventions. sequences, classifications,
criteria, and draw the knowledge of concepts.
laws and principles.

23. 1 encourage pupils to apply generalisations toli I
I I I I I I Ispecific cases and to develop further

Investigationm in daily life technology and
society.

24. I encourage pupils to communicate acientific
Information and findings to others, orally and
in writing, by eans of describing the purpose
of study, process of inquiry, conclusions,
Applications, etc. In cords that facilitate
understanding in his readers or listeners.
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25. I have sufficient preservice background 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1

equivalent to a major ior minor) in earth
science, biology, chemistry, or physics
education,

28.lhave acquired Inservice training equivalent toll 11111111 111111
a premarvios major 1 or minor) in earth science,
biology, chemistry, or physics education.

:ilpossess sufficient background in areas ufl 11 11 11 112 1 1 1 1

ence education other than mb arra uf
soecialiration.

I hove sufficient background in the mathumatics 1 11 11 11 111 111111
required/applicable to the science course 1

teach.

.:9.1have studied the historical develuptacut and1111111111 1 1 1 1 1

philosophy of science, Including the continuing
contributions cf scientists to modern world.

await of the impact of science landfill I I I l 1)1111
technology to society, as well 1'0 of the social
responsibilities of scientists.

31. I possess sufficient background inl 11 11 11 Ili 11131/
nonsciance fields such ae the Luisenities, social
sciences. languages and philoeophy, to enable
me to provide a wider perspective and relevance
to my science teaching,

32. I possess sufficient background In PaYchologY tol 1! 11 11 111 1 1 1 1 1 1

enable ps to understend tbs physical. emotional.
and intellectual development of my students.

33. I possess knowledge and understanding of the 11 11 11 111 111111
Philosophical. historical, end social purposes
of education,
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34. 1 possess both background and enrichment lni II
curriculum development techniques such es
content ilecieencing. cohcept development, and
writing of instructional objectives.

35.1am abreast with student career opportunitiesi )1
in science.

C. TRACHIMO COMTISM
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16 I recognize that teaching content must 11e1 r1
consistent with the nature of the learner
selected in terms of need and interest. zrnwth
levels. patterns of the affective. vognItive nnd
psychomotor domains, etc..

II 11 III

A7 I believe that teaching rnntent must a.Aisidcf 111
the natural and social environent needs of the
learner.

II 1111,

3n. I inviode the nature and nerd of science end 1 11
technology in my class.

11 11 111

39.1recrgnize the importance of uelivery syritem!,111 1111) 1

elected in terms of chlldren's an well as
teachers' instructional difficulties.

40. 1 organise coatents in large areas or units each111
of which represents a ajor program of Inquiry
or aspect of environment.

11 1i1 1 1

41. I organise areas/content to promote scientlficl )1
thinking, fundamental understanding, growth in
instrumental and problem solving skills needed
for inquiry and development of attitude and
interest-

)1 11 111 1

42. I organize content to provide etmndant 1 1

opportunities for building and applying
scientific concepts and prinriples.

5
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41. I organize content to provide spiralling and I I I Il II II I 1 11
enlarging patterns of growth in concepts,
prIncipiles, thinking, manipulating ability and
ettitude.

44. 1 organise content to provide opportunity rot-II/11)111) I I I )1 1

children to participate In planning, and
implement, evaluate activItY in individual and
group projects.

5.1organize content to allow students Li' View the 1 II 11 II 1 I 1I II
developsent of the productivw potential of

society as related to full utilization of

natural and human resources.

46.Irecognize that the purpose of learning content I 11 11 11 III 1 1 I I I

la to eet and organize the deepest needs of
human nature, which manifests itself as the
deilre for beauty of nature and scientific
truth.

D. LESSON PLAN

47. I prepare lesson plans that cultivate process of! I I II )1 II I 111111
science to nable children to acquire the desire
to know, question, search for data and meaning,
demand verifications, etc.

48.Iconstruct lesson plans to facilitate process 1 11 11 11 111 11111
skills such as observing, describing, measuring,
etc..

49.1construct lesson plans that Include productaI II II )1 11 I I I 1 I I 1

of science and culture w-h as facts.
information. phenomena, structures, etc., and
their interrelations.

6
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50. I construct lesson plans to promote harmonious I 111131)11 13111)
activities related to teaching, much aa
demonstretione, questioning, suggesting,
admiring, etc., as well as learning, such as
forming various types of experiences, critical
investigations, summarizing end evaluating
learning, etc..

51. I construct lesson plane that promote Intel 1 II 11 11 III 111111
lectual and creative development among children
taking Into account levels of readiness.
achievement, deficiencies, status or cognitive
development, interests, etc .

F. TEACHING MFTHODS AND STRATEGIES

52lutilize various teaching strategies such es 1 11 II 11 11)
1 1 !Ili

inquiry, case studies and demonstration In my
class.

53.1utilize various teaching facilities such 41;1111111111 111111
laboratory, classroom, and school grounds in y
class.

54. I utilize various teaching facilities available 1 II I I II 11 I 111111
Sn the commmunity such as science centers.
museums, and natural areas in my class.

55. I make use of audiovisual devices and materlals1 11 11)1111 1 1 1 I I 1

for teaching.

55. I ake use of a computer to teach selected 1 I 11111111 111111
science topics.

57. I employ simulation techniques in teachingiiiIllijil 111111
science topics.

][''4 -I
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1 Value

I
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1

1
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1
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i Nowt i iLeast i

!Very , :Some ! Se1-1 1 !Impor-Ilmpor-limpor, ,
iOfteniOftenitimesi dom 'Revers! i tent i tant i tent i

F. MANAOMCMCT OF Selling ROM/LABORATORY

58. 1 device experiments conducted in ouch as way as
1 11 II 11

to sake children think and be conscious of the
purpose of performing the experiment.

59. I allow children to suggest experlsents and 1 1 i 11 11 11 1111111
observations to answer their own questions.

60. I encourage and guide children to perform, Il II II III
experiments carefully and exactly.

fil.lprovide opportunities for pupils to learn thel 11 ill
value of controlled experimentations.

62.laPPlY classroom management techniques to allosIIIIIIIIi!
tor Individual. small-group. and whole-class
instruction.

63.Ipossess laboratory skills such as contructing I )1 II II IIIscience laboratory equipment, using and caring
for laboratory equipment and materials, and
preparing setups for science experiments.

64. I implement safe laboratory measures.
1 II 1 1 1 1 I I 1

65. 1 as prepared to handle emergencies that may 1 1 I 1 1 11 11
arise.

66. I employ an order, storage, anu retrieval mystes
1 1 1 I )1 11 Iin the laboratory.

O. TEACHING MATERIALS PRODUCTION

67. I develop instructional materials suited to11111I1/11
student ability levels and relevant to classroom
objectives.

68.1adapt and utilizesvariety of instructional! 1(11)1111
materiels and media such ss films. CHP
transparencies, software. etc.

111111
Ill)11
I

I

1

I

11i)11

t

1

11111

)1111

1

11

I

11111

1 i 1

I I

1 1

1
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/ select. adapt, and utilise science aofteare I ) 1 II II 11 1 111111
for use in teaching.

70. I develop sirrocosputer baned science lessonsI 11 11 11 111 ( 1 1 1 1

for my class.

71.1initlats student participation in materials! 11 11 11 11) 1 1 1

design and production.

lo,VALUATION OP STUDENTS I.EARPIINO

72 I believe thatateacher must be writ equipped) 11 11 11 If! till{
with evaluation designs such an evaluation
paltry, segumptiona, rethod of data collection
and analvsla, discrimination of Information.
cost benefit analyst. product assessment. etc .

731develop and improve for mv science class 1 11 II II II 1 1 11111
competency tests and evaluation instruments to

measure cognitive, process skills, and

attitudes.

74. 1 utilleo fair and varied student evaluation 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 111111
sessures such as Paper-and pencil teats, essay
tests. checklist.. Interviews, etc..

75 I utilize results of diagnostic and evaluatln111111 1 111 111111
procedures in planning Instructlon.

76 1 assign Individual work appropriate to thei/i/l/1)1, I ) ) I 3

level of student ability and give

feedback/evaluatlon pfeeptlY,

71 1 se stile to identify students with aprvini I i 1 1 1 1 If 1 I ) 1

needs and Inclinations, and provide the

necessary support system or refnr then to

appropriate persona or agencies for asnistance
and guidance.

78 li4e a romputer to widertake or Ho e5b
rveluation of Rtudent learning Abilities.

II Il Ii II I I II )1
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79. I construct and useaacience test item data 1 11 11 11 111
lank.

1. =AMR'S OPPORTUNITY FOR TRAINING

80 h./ school regularly provides and supporta I If if II II I

various venue0 for Inservice training.

mi. Within the past three years.lheve onderenneI 11 II II III
updating In my specialized area (earth science.
biniogY, chemistry, or physics education).

W.! Wathin thr past three vears.thar ci tiiIci 3
11 11 11 III

meetings, cin,ventiona, seminars, or conference,
relatrd to srlenre teaching.

63 Within the past three years. I have attemird1 11 11 11 3 11
short courses, summer institutes, or similar
training, for science teachers,

$4, Within the pest three years. 1 have undergone 3 11 ) 1 11 11 1

training/updating on nem instructional methods
and strategies for science teaching.

85. Within the past three years.1nave undergone111111111)
training/updating on the development and
production of conventional/innovative science
curriculum materiala.

86. Within the past three years.lhave undergonel ) 1 11 11 711
training/updating on laboratory techniques,
procedures, and safety.

87. Within the past three years.lhave undergone( 11 11 11 111
training/updating on developments in student
evaluation techniques.

88. Within the past three years, I have undergone 1 ) 1 11 11 111
training/updating on the organization and
management of science classes.
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89 Within the past three years, I have attended1111111111 33111)
graduate school courses offered by an advanced
degree-granting insaltution.

J. 'MACHIAS'S AUTONOMY IX ACQUiXIXO
KNOWLSDOS AAD SKILLS III TRACOISO

;Atlas abreast with ongoing inrricuinm pr"jrct,.I II If if 111 1 1 1 1

and related developments ill leaching field

AInmamember of I ii or nottimlei ny%(, sailor' I I I II If I 1 f

of itIrnue tenctmr#1.

9'2 I regular-I' road joutnalm and t'thr lull 4 I ii. I II 11 III I I I I

,"ncereed Roth ecience teaching. scirntlfig:
developments and science related leeues.

971imehr effort to contact pro(essionals andl II II II I !III!)
organizations floral, national. international)
in ay field to provide enrichment te my
tesehing.

94. I extend ay knowledge and understanding of I I I I I II I I 1 1 I I I I

students and their environment thru conatant
viiitations and contacts with individuele and
orgenitationi In the community.

10. Within the pat three years.lhava submitted Ail II I I I I III I II II
least one Article or other manuscript related
to science teaching for publication in a

professional journal or other publications.

96. Within the peat three years. I have participatedIIIIIIIIII
In educational projects icurriculum research
tudy, development of Innovative curriculum
material.. etc.).

10.1always strive to give ay best when1traih andIIIIIIIII) I ) I I

prepare for my science clads.

915. I motivate my students to learn cience. 1 II )1 II I I I I I S I I 1

Ii
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99. I am proud of being a science teacher. 1 I 1 I I I I 1 1 i 1 1 1

WO. Beauty, purity, and goodrese are IndispensableI II II 1:111 1 1 1 1

virtues of a teacher.

101. A clear cense of justice and sincerity are I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11111
qualities that a teacher must possess.

102. Inside and outside teaching activities,a1 11 1I I II I ) 1 I I I

teacher ust alwilys demonstrate and give
authentic witnessing to love for children. hymen
beings and education.

1113.4true teerher knuirs how tn rniabli43i l3 3 1111111 IIIIII
cooperation and maintain harmonious
relatlonshipe with others in the achnol and in
the community.

104 Inquisitiveness. open mindedness. genernsItY. I 11 II 11 111 111111
and a sell.dIrected sense of aggresilveness are
necessary traits of a science teacher.

105. Leadership I. an invaluable quality ofascienuel II
3 1 I 3 3 I 11111

teacher.

106.ibelieve that everyone inagroop deserves1111111:11
I 11111

equal respect, attention and opportunity.

101.Atescher must he kind in her/his dealings slth 1 11 II 11 3 11 1 1 I I I 1

everyone In the school and in ths community. and
show concern for the weak and the unfortunate.

Ina. At all tImee,atescher Isamodet in caring tvr1111111)11 111111
public properties. and In ensuring protection of
public morals.

12
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Please read through each of the following sentences and indicate in the box under "Experit
how frequently you have been doing using the following key:

5 = Very often 4 = Often 3 = Sometimes 2 = Seldom 1 = Never

and, please indicate the impotance of each sentece in the box under the "Value" using
following key:how important you think what sentence says is.

3 = High value 2 = Intermidiate value 1 = Low Value

Please indicate your answer by checking appropriate box.

Example;

1. I take student on field trip.

Experience Value
High I nter- Low

Very Some- Sel value midiate value
often often times dam Never value

1 11111111 1111 11
This means I ilk take student on field trip very often but I don't think it is import= to take student to field trip.

1 will appreciate your cooperation.



Experience Value
High Inter- Low

Very Some- Sel value midiate value
often often times dom Never value

5 4 3 2 1 3 2 1

A. Objectives

1. 1 always give children the chance to 1111111111 11 11 11
be intrigued by objects and events in his
environment.

2. I always allow children to sense and 11111111E1 1111 11
formulate the existence of problem.

3. 1 encourage children to be aware of 1111111111 1111 11
and respond in a positive manner to
beauty and organization in his
environment.

4. 1 allow children to use habitually,
rational and creative thinking abilities
when attempting to explain discrepant
events, and point out contradictions among
seemingly unrelated phenomena.

1111111111 11 11 11

5. 1 encourage children to show willingness 1111111111 1111 11
to expose their tentative ideas and explana-
tions to others and reconsider their thinking
in light of data at hand

3
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Experience Value
High Inter- Low

Very Some- Sel value midiate value
often often times dom Never value

5 4 3 2 1 3 2 1

6. l allow children to have a mitical and 111111111.1 I I 11 11
questioning attitude toward unsupported
inferences and hypotheses. (Belief in
cause and effect )

7. I encourage children to always test
hypothesis in a rational manner.

8. I allow children to appreciate the
interrelatedness of science, technology,
and society.

III111111) LIE III
lilIlItilI 111111

9. I encourage children to recognize the 1111111111 11 I I

limitations of scientific modes ot inquiry,
and their awareness for need of different
approaches as affected by economic, psy-
chological, or religious factors in any pro-
posed solutions.

10. I encourage children to acquire the 1111111111 111111
ability to observe things and events in
order to perceive and identify them.

4



11. 1 encourage children to acquire the
ability to sort out for classification and
formulate tentative inferences ahd hypoth-
esis to identify and explain natural phenomena.

12. 1 encourage children to acquire the
ability to recall the proper experiences and
generate relevant data to verify tentative
if-then statement and suggest procedure for
testing it experimentally.

13. I encourage children to acquire the
ability to gather descriptive and quanti-
tative information needed for developing
or testing hypothesis.

14. 1 allow children to have plenty of
chance to design and construct labora-
tory experiments and apparatus, in order
to obtain data, verify hypothesis, and
select suitable materials, equipment, etc...

15. I encourage children to identify the
variables that materially influence given
instructions in a system and formulate the
critical model for explanation.

Very
often

5
11

Experience
Some-

often times
4 3

Sel
d om

2

1 1

Never

II

Value
High Inter-
value midiate

value
3 2Ii I I

Low
value

1

IJIIIIIIII I]

IJIJIlIlli II II II

1111111111 Ii II II

IIIJIJIJII II II II
5



16. I encourage children to demonstrate
knowledge of facts, conventions, sequences
classifications, criteria, and draw on the
knowledge of concepts, laws and principles
for use in classroom and in their envi-
ronment..

17. I encourage children to apply general
izations to specific cases and to develop
further investigations in daily life technol-
ogy and society.

18. I encourage children to communicate
scientific information and findings to
others, orally and in writing, by means of
describing the purpose of study process of
inquiry, conclusions, applications, etc. in
words that facilitate understanding in his
readers or listeners.

B. Academic Background

1. I have sufficient pre-service background
equivalent to a major (or minor) in each sci-
ence, biology, chemistry, of physics education

Very
often

5

LI

Experience
Some- Sel

often times dom Never
4 3 2 111111111

1111111111

1111111111

6

Value
High Inter-
value midiate

value
3 2

1 1

Low
value

1

11



2. 1 have acquired in-service training that
are similar to my pre-service major (or
minor) in each science, biology, chemistry,
of physics education

3. 1 possess sufficient background in area of
science education other than my area of
specialization.

4. 1 have sufficient background in the
mathematics required/applicable to the
science course I teach.

5. 1 have studied the historical development
and philosophy of science, including the
continuing contributions of scientists to
modern world.

6. 1 possess sufficient background in non-
science fields such as the humanities, social
sciences, languages, and philosophy, to
enable me to provide a wider perspective
and relevance to my science teaching.

Very
often

5

11

Experience

often
4

Some-
times

3

Sel
dom Never

2 11111

Value
High Inter-
value midiate

value
3 2

11 11

Low
value

1111111111 11 11 11

1111111111 11 11 11

1111111111 11 11 11

1111111111 11 II 11

7



7. 1 possess sufficient background in
psychology to enable me to understand
the physical, emotional, and intellectual
development of my students

8. I possess knowledge and understanding
of the philosophical, historical and social
purpose of education.

9. I possess both background and enrichment
in curriculum development techniques such
as content sequencing, concept development,
and writing of instructional objectives.

C. Teaching Method and Strategy

1. I utilize various teaching strategies such
as inquiry, case studies, and demonstration
in my class.

2. I utilize various teaching facilities such as
laboratory, classroom, and school grounds in
my class.

14o

Very
often

5

LI

Experience
Some- Sel

often times dom
4 3 2III1I1

Never
1

11

Value
High Inter-
value midiate

value
3 2

11 11

Low
value

11[II]IIII II II

11111111(1 II Il

1111111111 I] 11 II

8
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Experience Value
High Inter- Low

Very Some- Sel value midiate value
often often times dom Never value

5 4 3 2 I 3 2 1

3. I utilize various facilities available in 1111111111 111111
the community such as science centers,
museums, and natural areas in my class.

4. I make use of audiovisual devices and
materials for teaching.

5. I make use of a computer to teach
selected science topics.

6. I use various kinds of evaluation
instruments to measure cognitive, process
skills, and attitudes

D. Teacher's Opportunity for Tiaining

111.1111111 111111
1111111111 111111
111111111) 111111

I. Within the past three years, I have up- 1111111111 111111
dated my knowledge in my specialized area.

2. Within the past three years, I have
attended meetings, conventions, seminars,
or conferences related to science teaching.

1111111111 111111

9
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3. Within the past three years, I have
attended short courses, summer institutes,
or similar trainings for science teachers.

4. Within the past three years, I have up-
dated my knowledge on new instructional
methods and strategies for science teaching.

5. Within the past three years, I have up-
dated my knowledge on the development
and production of conventional/innovative
science curriculum materials.

6. Within the past three years, I have up-
dated my knowledge on laboratory
techniques, procedures and safety.

7. Within the past three years, I have up-
dated my knowledge on developments in
student evaluation techniques.

8. Within the past three years, I have up-
dated my knowledge on the organization
and management of science classes.

Very
often

5

II

Experience
Some-

of ten times
4 3[III

Sel
d o m

2
Never

1

Li

Value
High Inter-
value midiate

value
3 2

Low
value

I

11(11) 1111 II II II

11111111Il II II II

II LI

II II

10
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9. Within the past three years, I have
attended graduate school courses offered
by an advanced degree-granting institution.

E. Teachers Autonomy in Acquiring
Knowledge and Skills in Teaching

Experience Value
High Inter- Low

Very Some- Sel value midiate value
often often times dom Never value

5 4 3 2 1 3 2 11111111)11 II 11 11

1. I am abreast with on going curriculum 1111111111 11 1111
projects and related developments in my
teaching field.

2. I regularly read journals and other pub 1111111111 11 II 11
lications concerned with science teaching,
scientific developments, and science related
issue.

3. I make effort to contact professionals 1111111111 11 1111
and organizations (local, national, inter-
national) in my field to provide enrichment
to my teaching.

1 1
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Experience Value
High Inter- Low

Very Some- Sel value midiate value
often often times dom Never value

5 4 3 2 1 3 2 1

4. I extend my knowledge and understand IIIIIIIIII II 11 II
ing of students and their environment dm
constant visitations and contacts with indi-
viduals and organizations in the community.

5. Within the past three years, I have I )11111111 11 II 11
submitted at least one article or other
manuscript related to science teaching
for publication in a professional journal
or other publications.

6. Within the past three years, I have par 1111111111 II II 11
ticipated in educational projects (curricu-
lum research study, development of inno-
vative curriculum materials, etc.)

7. 1 always strive to give my best when 1 1111111111 11 11 11
lead- and prepare for my science class.

8. 1 am proud of being a science teacher 1111111111 11 11 11
9. Inside and outside teaching activities, a 1111111111 11 11 11
teacher must always demonstrate and give
authentic witnessing to love for children,
human being and education.

1 2



Experience Value
High Inter- Low

Very Some- Sel value midiate value
often often times dom Never value

5 4 3 2 1 3 2 1

10. I knows how to establish cooperation III I III II J II II II
and maintain harmonious relationships
with others in the school and in the commu-
ni ty

11. Inquisitiveness, open-mindedness, gen- 1111111111 I I 11
erosity, and a well-directed sense of aggres
siveness are necessary traits of a science
teacher.

12. Leadership is an invaluable quality of a I 111111111 11 II
science teacher.

13. I have developed instructional materials 1111111111 II 1 1 11
suited to student ability levels and relevant
to classroom objectives

14 1 have developed microcomputer based I I I I I I I I II 11 11
science lessons for my class.

With regard to next one question please answer "Yes" or "No".

15. 1 am a member of state or national organization of science teachers. Yes I I No I

1 3
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Please send this back to

Dr. Floyd E. Mattheis
Summer Science Program
East Carolina University
Greenville, NC 27858

I appreciate your cooperation.

1 4
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